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CMEP Violation Processing


• Notice of Possible Violation


• Notice of Alleged Violation and Proposed Penalty of Sanction


• Notice of Confirmed ViolationNotice of Confirmed Violation


• Settlement


Settlement in PrincipleSettlement in Principle


Executed Settlement
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Administrative Citation Processd st at e C tat o ocess


Eligible Violations
• The risk must be minimal to the BES (low or medium VRF).


• The registered entity cannot contest the violation or penalty (if applicable).


• The violation must be fully mitigated.


Process
• Settlement – Notice of Penalty Waiver and Settlement Agreement


• Non Settlement – Notice of Administrative CitationNon Settlement  Notice of Administrative Citation


RE Filing Requirements
• Spreadsheet


• Description of violation


• RE analysis of Impact to BES


• Penalty, if any
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• Mitigation description







Administrative Citation Processd st at e C tat o ocess


Benefits
• Processing efficiency• Processing efficiency


• Lower  Costs for the RE and Registered Entity


• Quicker Resolution for Registered Entity
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Questions?
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SPP Regional Entity
Antitrust Guidelines


It is SPP RE’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to 
avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This policy 
requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or which might 


 t  i l t  th  tit t l  A  th  thi  th  tit t appear to violate, the antitrust laws. Among other things, the antitrust 
laws forbid any agreement between or among competitors regarding 


prices, availability of service, product design, terms of sale, division of 
markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that , y y


unreasonably restrains competition.


SPP.org 1








 
 


Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 


REGIONAL ENTITY TRUSTEE MEETING 
Kansas City Marriott Downtown – Kansas City, Missouri 


 
October 25, 2010 


 
•  M I N U T E S  •  


 
SPP RE Trustee Chairman, John Meyer, called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. The following 
Trustees were also in attendance:  Gerry Burrows, Dave Christiano.  Special Guest David 
Goulding (North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Board of Trustees Member) 
was also in attendance.  Others attending the meeting were:  Stacy Dochoda (SPP RE General 
Manager); Alice Wright (SPP RE); Ron Ciesiel (SPP RE); Joe Gertsch (SPP RE); Sheila Scott 
(SPP RE); Bary Warren (The Empire District Electric Company); Bo Jones (Westar Energy); 
Brett Kruse (Calpine Energy Services, Inc.); David Kelley (Southwest Power Pool); David 
Hodges (Southwest Power Pool); Jennifer Flandermeyer (Kansas City Power & Light); Earl 
Watkins (Sunflower Electric Power Company); Michael DeLoach (American Electric Power 
Company); Michael Desselle (Southwest Power Pool); Michael Gammon (Kansas City Power & 
Light); Noman Williams (Sunflower Electric Power Company); Robert McClanahan (Arkansas 
Electric Cooperative Corporation): Raj Rana (American Electric Power).  Attending by 
teleconference was:  John Allen (City Utilities of Springfield, MO). 


Agenda Item 1 – Antitrust Guidelines 
Alice Wright presented the Antitrust Guidelines for meeting participants to review.  


Agenda Item 2 –Administrative Items  
Minutes from the July 26, 2010 Trustee Meeting were presented for approval.  One correction 
was noted, the “s” at the end of Mr. Fred Meyer’s name was removed. 
 
Gerry Burrows moved to approve the Corrected Minutes as presented and Dave Christiano 
seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.  (Attachment 1) 


Agenda Item 3 – Review of Past Action Items  
Alice Wright reported on the status of past action items.  All items have either been completed or 
are ongoing.  (Attachment 2) 


Agenda Item 4 – Planning Committee Report  
Noman Williams presented the NERC Planning Committee Report (Attachment 3), which 
included among other things, the proposed action regarding High Impact Low Frequency (HILF) 
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Event Risks.  Mr. Williams highlighted the Planning Committee’s concerns regarding the lack of 
clarity of the HILF project and its potential cost.  Many of the meeting attendees echoed the 
Planning Committee’s concerns.  


Agenda Item 5 – Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Report  
Robert McClanahan presented the NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Committee 
Report (Attachment 4), which included among other things, an update on the Electric Sub-
Sector Coordinating Council (ESCC), changes in the NERC CIP Program, and recent CIP-
related NERC Alert Advisories.  Regarding the changes in the NERC CIP Program, Mr. 
McClanahan reported that NERC’s new Chief Security Officer, Mark Weatherford, indicated he 
will stress “reliability through security.”  Mr. McClanahan also reported that Mr. Weatherford 
would consider suggestions to separate CIP compliance from rest of CIP Program to encourage 
open dialogue with industry.   


Agenda Item 6 – Reliability Assessment Report  
David Kelley presented an overview of the 2010 NERC Long-Term Reliability Assessment 
Report, which was released on October 20.  The NERC report concluded that the electric 
industry has prepared adequate plans for the ten-year period 2010-2019 to provide reliable 
service across North America.  (Attachment 5) 


Agenda Item 7 – Under Frequency Load Shedding Regional Standard Update  
David Kelley presented an update on the status of the Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) 
Regional Standard (Attachment 6).  Mr. Kelley reported that the regional standard is scheduled 
to be posted for balloting in December.  Mr. Noman Williams requested that Mr. Kelley review 
the proposed standard with the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) during its 
December 2010 meeting.   


Agenda Item 8 – General Manager’s Report  
Stacy Dochoda reported on 11 issues outlined in her General Manager’s Report (Attachment 7).  
Ms. Dochoda highlighted the following items: 
 


1. Mitigation Plan Submittal- As of September, 2010, there were 148 violations without 
mitigation plans submitted in the SPP RE region.  The SPP RE strongly encourages 
entities to submit mitigation plans as soon as possible.     
   


2. Revised Regional Delegation Agreements- The revised agreements were approved by 
the NERC Board of Trustees in May, filed with FERC in June, and were recently 
approved by FERC at its open agenda meeting on October 21.   
  


3. Registered Entity Survey- The 2010 survey results show a downward trend in the 
entities’ reported satisfaction with the RE’s processes and customer service.  The 
trend is not overly surprising given the significant upward trend in the number of 
violations.  The RE plans to perform a follow-up survey to try to identify the cause of 
the declines in specific areas.  Many of the meeting attendees offered suggestions on 
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how to improve the RE’s processes and services and offered explanations for the 
significant increase in the number of violations.  Suggestions on how to improve the 
RE’s process and services included: training for RE auditors in auditing practices and 
audit techniques; training entities in how to “prove” and/or “demonstrate” 
compliance; providing more timely feedback regarding lessons learned, both good 
and bad examples; increasing the frequency of the RE newsletters; and allowing the 
RE staff members to participate in a SPP Compliance Reliability Working Group, the 
formation of which was discussed at the October MOPC meeting.  Explanations for 
the significant increase in the number of violations included: the entities’ failure to 
pay attention during the standard development process; the lack of a readiness 
program to assist with the rollout of the CIP standards; and an emphasis by the 
entities in performing internal assessments, which in turn has lead to an increase in 
the number of self reports.  


Agenda Item 9– Financial Report- YTD September 2010 Statement of Activities  
Alice Wright reported on the Year-to-Date financials for the SPP RE (Attachment 8).  The RE 
is currently under-spending its budget by approximately $1.3 million.  The 2010 full-year 
projection reflects an under-spend of approximately $1.1 million.    The cost under-spend is 
driven by lower than expected personnel and consulting costs.     


Agenda Item 10 – Enforcement Report 
Joe Gertsch presented the Enforcement Report. (Attachment 9)  


Agenda Item 10 – Requested Trustee Action- Staffing 
Joe Gertsch presented information regarding the 2010 SPP RE Enforcement Staffing and 2011 
Violation Projections (Attachment 10a).     The violation backlog is projected to exceed 300 
violations by   December 31, 2011.  In light of the significant increase in active violations 
discovered by and/or reported to the SPP RE between July and September 2010 and the 
projected backlog as shown in Mr. Gertsch’s Enforcement Staffing presentation, Ms. Dochoda 
requested approval to advance hiring of the budgeted June 2011 Enforcement Attorney position 
to January 2011 and approval to employ up to an additional 1.25 FTEs as part-time temporary 
Law Clerks in 2011 as an unbudgeted expense.   (Attachment 10b) 
 
John Meyer moved to approve Ms. Dochoda’s requests: 1) to advance hiring of the budgeted 
June 2011 Enforcement Attorney position to January 2011 and 2) to employ up to an additional 
1.25 FTEs as part-time temporary Law Clerks in 2011 as an unbudgeted expense and Gerry 
Burrows seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.   


Agenda Item 12– Compliance Report 
Ron Ciesiel made the Compliance Report, which included standard reviews of EOP-002-2.1 
Capacity and Energy Emergencies and PRC-001-1 System Protection Coordination and 
discussed the currently outstanding NERC Alerts.  (Attachment 11) 
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Agenda Item 13– 2011 Metrics Discussion 
Stacy Dochoda presented for discussion the SPP RE’s Draft 2011 Performance Goals, which 
included six metrics. (Attachment 12)  The Proposed 2011 Performance Goals will be presented 
to the Trustees for approval during the January 2011 meeting.  Mr. Raj Rana suggested that the 
goals be modified to include a metric for Outreach Communication, e.g., six webinars/workshops 
per year.   


Agenda Item 13 – New Action Items  
Alice Wright identified the following new action items: 


 
1. Stacy Dochoda, along with her staff, will further explore ways to improve the SPP RE 


processes and services.   
   


2. Ron Ciesiel will explore other venues (in addition to RE workshops, SPP working 
group meetings, and trustee meetings) to communicate to registered entities the 
expectations regarding EOP-002-2.1 Capacity and Energy Emergencies.  


 
3. The RE will notify the registered entities of NERC’s initiation of “field-testing” of its 


enhanced Event Analysis Program.  The field-testing and/or trail period, which began 
on October 25, 2010, is expected to continue through at least the end of the year and 
possibly into 2011.   


 
4. Ron Ciesiel will assess the data retention requirements for processing Technical 


Feasibility Exception (TFE) requests, specifically whether the data should be retained 
at the entity’s location or at the RE offices.   


 
Agenda Item 14 – Future Meetings 


January 24 (Monday) SPP RE Trustee Meeting- New Orleans, LA 
 


 
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:40 p.m. to Executive Session where the 
Trustees discussed confidential Compliance and Enforcement issues. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Alice D. Wright 
RE Trustee Secretary 
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Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 


 General Manager  


2010 Year‐End Report and 2011 Goals 


 


Executive Summary 


In 2010, the SPP RE achieved substantially all of its goals and metrics as detailed below.  This 
success is the result of great efforts by the RE team and a significant increase in staffing 
resources.  SPP RE almost doubled its staff to twenty‐two highly qualified personnel with 
sixteen advanced professional certifications including four professional engineers, two NERC 
certified operators, two Certified Information Systems Security Professionals (CISSP), one 
Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC), five licensed attorneys and two 
Certified Public Accountants.   


In 2010, the NERC Regional Delegation Agreements were successfully re‐negotiated, SPP RE 
completed all of the recommendations from the 2008 FERC audit and NERC completed its audit 
of SPP RE with good results.  SPP RE audit teams implemented significant process 
improvements and the SPP RE enforcement team implemented streamlined enforcement 
processes. 


SPP RE increased its outreach to registered entities with a full year of quarterly newsletters, an 
improved website, numerous RE staff speaking engagements before registered entities, three 
compliance workshops and twelve webinars.   


While the number of violations recorded in 2010 were significantly higher than 2009, a material 
number of violations were self‐reports from entities who performed thorough assessments of 
their compliance in 2010.  Although I hope to see recorded violations decline over time, I am 
encouraged by the commitment of these entities and their willingness to self‐report and 
implement mitigation to become compliant. 


1.  Compliance Monitoring 


a.  693 Audits:  21 audits performed and 26 audit reports issued in 2010;    


SPP RE led 9 on‐site audits, participated with another regional entity in 3 on‐site audits, led 
6 off‐site audits and participated with another regional entity in 3 off‐site audits.  The 
average time to issue the 26 audit reports issued in 2010 was 66 days compared to our goal 
of 90 days.
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b.  Spot Checks:  17 spot checks performed and 37 spot check reports issued in 2010;  
 


Eleven CIP Spot Checks were conducted and a total of 15 reports were issued in 2010 with 
an overall average time to issue of 85 days.   
 
SPP RE conducted 16 Spot Checks in 2009 on standard BAL‐003 with reports issued in 2010 
in an average of 144 days.  SPP RE held these reports for approximately two months due to 
a pending interpretation from NERC.  Six additional spot checks were performed in 2010 
with reports issued in an average of 78 days.   


Overall, the SPP RE issued 37 spot check reports in 2010 within an average of 109 days 
 (89 days excluding the held up BAL‐003 reports) compared to our target of 90 days. 
 


c.   Audit process improvements and reviews 


The 693 and CIP audit teams implemented several process improvements in 2010.  First, 
both teams began using a spreadsheet tool to track audit status by requirement during pre‐
audit and audit activities.  Written information is shared with the registered entity prior to 
the audit and each evening of the audit so the entity can know any open issues or data 
requests.  Second, the 693 team implemented a thorough pre‐audit review of evidence 
conducted off‐sight prior to the audit activities.  The pre‐audit review enables the audit 
team to perform its work more efficiently and effectively once the official audit period 
begins and is more efficient for the registered entity and its subject matter experts.  In 
addition, any gaps that are identified during the pre‐audit can be followed up with data 
requests to ensure the most efficient use of time. The tight, back‐to‐back schedule of the 
2010 CIP spot checks did not allow the CIP audit team to fully implement pre‐audit reviews 
in 2010.  However, the CIP audit team will increase its pre‐audit activities in 2011.  Third, 
both 693 and CIP audit teams implemented increased sampling (based on a NERC pilot 
program) to increase the confidence level of audit results.  The 693 team initiated a review 
of a sample of mis‐operations during scheduled compliance audits.   Evidence is reviewed to 
verify that the entity has developed an analysis and corrective action plan for each mis‐
operation selected in the sample.   


To thoroughly prepare for the full 43 requirement CIP audits to be conducted in 2011, three 
members of the SPP RE CIP audit team participated on a full 43 requirement audit in 
another region during 2010.   The General Manager observed two 693 audits and one CIP 
spot check.  The Executive Director of Compliance observed two 693 audits in 2010, one of 
which was a dual 693 and CIP activity. 


FERC observers attended three SPP RE audits in 2010 (two 693 and one CIP).  FERC staff 
complemented SPP RE for its pre‐audit work, the daily update spreadsheets and the 
technical competency of the auditors.  FERC staff did not identify any inadequacies for the 
observed audits. 
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d.   Completed technical review of 173 of 207 pending Technical Feasibility Exception 
Requests related to CIP standards; as of 12/31/2010 on target to meet all reporting 
deadlines. 


e.   Recorded violations 


The number of violations recorded in 2010 of 254 is significantly higher than 2009.  A 
material number of violations were self‐reports from entities who performed thorough 
assessments of their compliance in 2010.  Although I hope to see recorded violations 
decline over time, I am encouraged by the commitment of these entities and their 
willingness to self‐report and implement mitigation to become compliance. 


f.   Completed 4 Event Analysis Reports and reviewed 5 events that did not rise to the level of 
a written report. 


 
g.  Added 7 registered entities raising total registered entities from 121 to 128. 


The number of total functions registered rose from 384 to 390.  An evolving issue is the 
registration of GO/GOPs as TO/TOPs.  There are two active appeals at FERC on this issue. 


 


2.  Enforcement 


The SPP RE called the enforcement backlog issue to NERC’s attention in mid‐2010 and worked 
with NERC to implement streamlined enforcement processes including summary disposition 
and administrative citation processes. 


At the request of a registered entity, the SPP RE initiated its first hearing on a compliance 
violation in 2010.  The hearing process had not concluded by the end of 2010.
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3. 2010 Metrics: 


2010  SPP RE Compliance Metrics  Metric Performance Actual Performance


1. Number of Days to Post 
Audit Report 


120 90 75 66


Achievement %  50% 100% 120% 132%


2. Number of Days to Issue 
Spot Check1 


100 90 75 109 [89]


Achievement %  50% 100% 120% 5% [101%]


 


2010  SPP RE Enforcement Metrics  Metric Performance Actual Performance


3. Violations to NERC  50 75 120 119


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 149%


4. BOTCC Approved Violations 20 40 75 92


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 174%


5.  Average time to Mitigation 
Plan Review ‐ Days 


60 30 20 20


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 150%


6.  Average time to Mitigation 
Plan Review pending ‐ Days 


90 60 30 45


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 125%


7.  Average time to issue 
PNAV 


15 5 1 9.4


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 78%


8.  Violations in TimeMatters2  150 200 250 0 


Achievement %  50% 100% 150% 0 


                                                            
1 The number of days to issue a spot check report was 109 days if all spot checks are included.  The BAL-003 spot 
checks were held by the SPP RE to await an interpretation from NERC’s at NERC’s request. 
2 With the implementation of webCDMS in mid-2010, this goal became moot and was not pursued after that point. 







4.  Relationship Growth & Outreach 


The SPP RE held Spring and Fall 2010 compliance workshops, one CIP workshop, and twelve 
webinars on the following subjects: webCDMS (7), the 2011 Implementation Plan (3), and CIP‐
009 (2).    We were pleased to have FERC Commissioner Phil Moeller as a guest speaker at the 
2010 Fall Compliance workshop. 


The SPP RE continued to issue quarterly newsletters in 2010.   


The General Manager presented and participated in the Regional Entity briefing with Senior 
FERC staff and two FERC Commissioners.  The General Manager was requested by FERC staff to 
participate on a panel at the November 18, 2010 FERC Technical Conference on Enforcement. 


The General Manager attended three SPP Board of Directors meetings, two SPP Oversight 
Committee Meetings, one MOPC meeting and one SPP CIPWG meeting providing presentations 
at one Oversight Committee meeting and the CIPWG meeting.  The General Manager also 
presented at the SPP Attorney Forum.  The General Manager also attended four NERC board 
meetings, four Board of Trustee Compliance Committee meetings and four MRC meetings.  The 
General Manager attended two quarterly NERC, Regional Entity and Electric Trade Association 
meetings and the Executive Director attended two.  The Executive Director of Compliance made 
presentations at two MOPC meetings. 


For 2010, our stakeholder survey results continued to decline a modest amount, although the 
nominal scores are still in the mid‐3 range on a scale of 1‐5.  We created a more detailed survey 
and launched it in late 2010 to better understand the decreases in our stakeholder scores.  The 
results of the supplemental survey will be available in 2011. 


The SPP RE added reports from its representatives to the NERC Planning Committee and Critical 
Infrastructure Protection Committee to its quarterly SPP RE Trustee meetings. 


 


5.  Regional Entity Standard – SPP Underfrequency Load Shedding 


In 2010, Drafts 3 and 4 of the SPP RE Automatic Underfrequency Load Shedding Program (PRC‐006‐SPP‐
01) were posted comment.  Information about the standard is available at:  
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?pageID=98.  NERC approved a continent‐wide UFLS standard, PRC‐006‐
1.  The SPP RE UFLS standard will complement the NERC standard.   The SPP RE UFLS standard registered 
ballot body is expected to begin enrollment in late January, 2011.   
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6.  Organization and Administrative 


a. Staffing:  
 
During 2010, the SPP RE was successful in assembling a very strong team.  The SPP RE filled 
eleven open positions, doubling its staff.  The newly filled positions include:  CIP Lead 
Compliance Specialist, CIP Compliance Specialist II, Lead Compliance Engineer, two Senior 
Compliance Engineers, two Compliance Enforcement Attorneys and four law clerks.  The 2010 
SPP RE staff is highly qualified and included four professional engineers, two NERC certified 
operators, two Certified Information Systems Security Professionals (CISSP), one Certified in 
Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC), five licensed attorneys and two Certified Public 
Accountants.   
 
We ended the year with one open 2010 position, an enforcement engineer.  All 2011 positions 
are posted.  Steve Applegate, Lead CIP Compliance Specialist submitted his resignation to 
accept the position of Cyber Security Threat and Vulnerability Program Manager at NERC.  His 
last day at the RE was December 31, 2010.    
 
b. FERC audit: 
 


The SPP RE completed the one remaining recommendations of the 20 recommendations from 
the FERC audit.   To  satisfy  the  recommendation  to  remove any perceived conflict of  interest 
regarding  the  compliance monitoring  and enforcement  for  the  SPP,  Inc.  registered  functions 
within  the  SPP RE  region,  SPP  negotiated  a  contract with  SERC  to  carry  out  the  compliance 
monitoring  and  enforcement  for  the  SPP,  Inc.  registered  entity  functions.   On  July  12,  2010 
FERC conditionally accepted the proposed contract.  Pursuant to the contract, SERC conducted 
the on‐site audit of the SPP, Inc. registered entity functions in the SPP Region in October 2010.  
On December 1, 2010, FERC  issued an order granting  the motion  for  rehearing  requested by 
NERC, SERC and SPP RE to have any penalties assessed to SPP, Inc. go to NERC instead of SERC.  
NERC, SPP and SERC made a compliance filing containing these changes with FERC on January 
10, 2011. 


On  November  2,  2010,  FERC  notified  SPP  that  it  is  beginning  its  follow‐up  audit  of  SPP  in 
accordance with its order on the 2008 Audit.  FERC is scheduled to conduct its on‐site audit the 
week of January 31, 2011. 


c. NERC Audit: 


NERC conducted its on‐site audit of SPP RE in early 2010.  NERC reviewed SPP RE’s performance 
against the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP), NERC Rules of 
Procedure and SPP RE’s document management and Information Technology processes. The 
audit findings fell into two categories, those for which SPP RE had implemented appropriate 
procedures after the period covered by the audit and those which SPP RE agreed to implement 
or investigate as a result of the audit.  SPP RE further evaluated each of these findings.  Based 
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upon this review, the SPP RE concluded that the noted exceptions to the CMEP have been 
addressed either through changes to the SPP RE’s internal process procedures or the proposed 
changes to the NERC CMEP, Section 3.6, which have been approved by the NERC Board of 
Trustee Compliance Committee (BOTCC).  The NERC Board of Trustee Compliance Committee 
accepted the audit report on July 12, 2010.  The report and the response by SPP RE are posted 
on the NERC website at http://www.nerc.com/page.php?cid=3|26|349.  


d. Regional Delegation Agreements: 


The  eight  regional  entities  and  NERC  completed  their  negotiations  on  a  new  Regional 
Delegation Agreement in 2010.  The SPP RE General Manager led the negotiations on behalf of 
the  eight  regional  entities.    The  NERC  Board  of  Trustees  approved  the  revised  Regional 
Delegation Agreements at the May 12, 2010 meeting.  The agreements were approved by FERC 
at  its Open Meeting Agenda on October 21.   The new Regional Delegation Agreements more 
clearly define roles and responsibilities, improve consistency and promote efficiency.   


The significant changes compared to the initial Regional Delegation Agreement are: 


1. All Regional Entities have agreed to use the same CMEP to enhance consistency.   
2. Regional Entities will not perform compliance monitoring and enforcement for an 


affiliated entity.  Regional Entities will enter into an agreement with another Regional 
Entity or NERC to carry out compliance and enforcement activities for an affiliate. 


3. Regional Entities may work together in monitoring registered entities who are 
registered in multiple regions. 


4. Regional Entities agree to comply with directives issued by NERC, and guidance and 
directions issued by the NERC Board. 


5. NERC’s criteria for review of Regional Entities’ dispositions of violations is described as 
a) sufficient record; b) consistent with NERC rules and directions, c) consistent with 
NERC sanction guidelines and d) reasonably consistent with other Regional Entity 
dispositions.  The criteria do not include a de novo reasonableness review of the 
Regional Entity’s decision.   


6. Allows NERC to reject a disposition but allows Regional Entity to submit a rejected 
disposition directly to the NERC Board Compliance Committee without revision  


7. Delegated functions other than compliance and standards are spelled out to include:  
certification, registration, reliability assessment and performance analysis, event 
analysis and reliability improvement, training, and situation awareness and 
infrastructure security. 


8. Performance goals for the Regional Entities shall be developed and used to evaluate 
Regional Entity performance.  Action plans for improvement may be required. 
 


e. Nebraska Entities’ Registration: 


NERC proposed to  include a process  for a registered entity to seek to transfer  its registration 
from one Regional Entity to another Regional Entity in a proposed revision to the NERC Rules of 
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Procedure.    The  NERC  Board  of  Trustees  approved  the  proposed  process  at  the  May  12 
meeting.  NERC filed the revised rules of procedure with FERC on June 9. 


NERC  requested  a  filing  from MRO  and  SPP  RE  to  address  the  request  of  certain Nebraska 
entities to transfer registration from MRO to SPP RE.  Our response was filed at NERC on August 
16 and a reply to MRO’s filing was filed at NERC on September 20.   NERC BOT will consider this 
issue at its February 17, 2011 meeting. 


f. Technology: 


In the area of technology, the SPP RE rolled out the new OATI version of CMDS (webCDMS).  
The RE sponsored seven webinars for registered entities prior to the roll‐out.  The new system 
includes enhanced security features, enhanced functionality with more user friendly account 
management and more flexibility for regional entity users to update and make changes without 
intervention by OATI. 
 
SPP RE improved its Situational Awareness capabilities by arranging for staff members to have 
access to the Situational Awareness for FERC, NERC and Regional Entities (SAFNR) system.  This 
system displays near real‐time operating information including load and ACE among other 
displays.  In addition, a display screen was installed in the RE offices to accommodate group 
discussions of the data. 
   
6.  Recap of 2010 Goals and Achieved Performance 


I laid out several goals in my 2010 year‐end report.  Each of these is listed below with its status. 


• Regional delegation agreement renegotiation ‐ Completed 
• Increase outreach to Registered Entities ‐ Increased 
• NERC Audit – Completed 
• Complete FERC audit recommendations ‐ Completed 
• Get to full approved 2010 staffing (increase technical expertise)–Filled all but one 
• Complete interface between NERC and SPP RE Data Management Systems – NERC 


process on‐going  
• Deploy regional standards voting software ‐ Developed 
• Specific Performance Metrics – See above 


 


7.  2011 Goals 


• Increase outreach to Registered Entities 


• Satisfactory FERC Audit  


• Specific Performance Metrics 


• Implement action plans in response to RE stakeholder survey 












SPP UFLS Standard 
Update


January 24, 2011







2010 Activities


• Accomplishments


– Posted the 3rd and 4th Drafts of the SPP UFLS Standard.


– Finalized the UFLS study with Powertech.


• Critical Actions


– NERC approved PRC‐006‐1
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2011 Activities


• Critical Actions


– Ballot enrollment period (15 days)


– Open vote (15 days)


If vote passes, prepare consensus draft and minority report


If vote fails, begin work on 5th Draft of SPP UFLS Standard


• Approval process (after the Standard is approved 
through the Open Vote)
– Market & Operations Policy Committee (MOPC)


– Board of Directors (BOD)


– RE Trustees


– NERC 5
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MOPC Meeting


BOD Meeting


RE Trustees Meeting


Ballot enrollment period


Open Voting Period


Submit to NERC for Approval as Regional Standard


“Potential” SPP UFLS Timeline (2011)
(Beginning with the 4th Draft comment period)


UFLS Standard Meeting
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Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 


TRUSTEE MEETING 


Past Action Items Status Report 
January 24, 2011 


 Action Item Date 
Originated Status Comments 


1. 
Stacy Dochoda will update Trustees 
on Delegation 
Agreement at each meeting 


10/28/09  Ongoing Will be presented at 
each meeting 


2. 
Stacy Dochoda and staff will design 
training program using industry 
volunteer presenters on reliability  


10/28/09  Completed 


Training position 
included in 2011 
budget-the person filling 
this position will be 
responsible for 
developing RE training 
programs 


3. 


Stacy Dochoda will meet with Nick 
Brown or Tom Dunn about funding 
for 5 year technical study and report 
at January meeting. 


10/28/09 Completed Met with Mak Nagle.  
Report at meeting. 


4. 
Stacy Dochoda will inquire with HR 
about changing quarterly Trustee 
Meetings to Mondays 


1/25/10 Completed Schedule has been 
changed  


5. Report on status of the CEA for 
Nebraska Entities 1/25/10 Ongoing Will be presented at 


each meeting 


6. RE to hold workshop or webex on 
CDMS 1/25/10 Completed 


Joint Workshop with 
MRO scheduled for 
5/26/2010 


7. 
Stacy Dochoda will find out if the 
SPP RE will be included in the 
upcoming SPP salary survey 


4/26/10 Completed Yes 


8. 


Joe Gertsch will continue to provide 
updated graphs reflecting violation 
production related to 
FTEs 


6/24/10 Ongoing 


Will be presented at 
each quarterly meeting 
beginning October 25, 
2010 


9. 


Stacy Dochoda will develop and 
implement a communication plan 
regarding the issue of 
TOP-002 R11 compliance 
monitoring 


6/24/10 Completed 


Article included in 2nd 
Quarter Newsletter, 
Presentation given at 
July 13th MOPC 
Meeting; Item added to 
RE Fall 2010 Workshop 
agenda 


   







 


10. 


Stacy Dochoda will consider and 
determine the appropriate manner in 
which to respond to the request 
made by multiple entities that the RE 
prepare and provide a more formal 
and/or official document regarding 
TOP-002a R11 


7/26/10 Completed 


RE Statement on TOP-
002-2a R11 Issued 
September 16, 2010 
 


11. 


Ron Ciesiel will post a copy of the 
Event Analysis and Investigation 
Procedures to the SPP RE 
webpage. 
 


7/26/10 Completed 


Copy of Draft Event 
Analysis Procedures 
were posted to SPP RE 
webpage 


12. 


RE will add Event Analysis and 
Investigation Procedures as a topic 
to its Fall 2010 workshop agenda if 
said procedures have been 
adequately developed prior to the 
scheduled workshop.   
 


7/26/10 Completed 


Procedures were not 
adequately developed 
prior to scheduled 
workshop; however, 
announcement of NERC 
ERO Event Analysis 
Process Document 
Webcast, which was 
held October 12, 2010, 
included in RE 3rd 
Quarter Newsletter 


13. 


Ron Ciesiel will modify the 
Compliance Report to include data 
regarding: a) the number of SPP RE 
registered entities with post-June 18, 
2007 reportable violations, and b) 
the trend of reportable violations. 


7/26/10 Ongoing 


Will be included in 
Compliance Report 
beginning with October 
25, 2010 


14. 
Stacy Dochoda, along with her staff, 
will further explore ways to improve 
the SPP RE processes and services.


10/25/10 Ongoing 


The SPP RE issued a 
supplemental survey in 
December, 2010 to 
learn more about the 
decreases in 
stakeholder satisfaction. 


15. 


Ron Ciesiel will explore other 
venues (in addition to RE 
workshops, SPP working group 
meetings, and trustee meetings) to 
communicate to registered entities 
the expectations regarding EOP-
002-2.1 Capacity and Energy 
Emergencies. 


10/25/10 
 


Pending 
  


   







 


16. 


The RE will notify the registered 
entities of NERC’s initiation of “field-
testing” of its enhanced Event 
Analysis Program. The field-testing 
and/or trail period, which began on 
October 25, 2010, is expected to 
continue through at least the end of 
the year and possibly into 2011. 


10/25/10 Completed 


Stacy Dochoda sent a 
letter to all SPP RE 
Registered Entities 
notifying them of the 
Initiation of the Trial 
Period for the NERC 
Event Analysis Program 
on October 29, 2010.  
An article about the 
field-testing was also 
included in the SPP 
RE’s October News 
Bulletin  


17. 


Ron Ciesiel will assess the data 
retention requirements for 
processing Technical Feasibility 
Exception (TFE) requests, 
specifically whether the data should 
be retained at the entity’s location or 
at the RE offices. 


10/25/10 Pending  
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Enforcement Update
January 24, 2011


By: Joe Gertsch
Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity
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Compliance Enforcement Activities


2007 2008 2009
1st 


Quarter
2nd 


Quarter
3rd 


Quarter
4th 


Quarter 2010December 31, 2010
NPV
Issued 6 56 132 59 63 101 31 254


Average Time to Notify NERC (Days) 11.4 7.5 10.1 7 9.39


NAVAPS
NAVAPS Issued 6 45 10 3 0 4 0 7
NOCV
NOCV Sent to Entity/NERC 0 8 25 1 14 0 0 15


NOCV BOTCC Approved 0 7 11 14 15 0 0 29
Settlements
Final @ NERC for Approval 0 0 0 6 12 26 45


BOTCC Approved 0 0 0 3 6 10 31 50
Notice of Penalty
Approved by FERC 0 5 13 1 2 3 51 57
Running Total Outstanding Violations 207 247 347 323
Mitigation Plan Status
Accepted by SPP RE 7 52 39 33 32 78 78 221


Verified Complete by SPP RE 0 12 32 46 46 67 65 224
Average MP Completion (Days) 23.5
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Confidential Non Public


VIOLATION AGING TABLE
< 50 days 50-100 days 101-200 days 201-300 days >300 days as of


November 30, 2010


Violations (No Navaps/Settlement) 7 26 75 25 12


NAVAPS Issued/ No NOCV or Settlement 0 4 0 0 1


In Settlement but Settlement Agreement not Approved 27 0 82 38 15


VIOLATION AGING TABLE
< 50 days 50-100 days 101-200 days 201-300 days >300 days as of


December 31, 2010


Violations (No Navaps/ Settelement) 4 26 62 34 16


NAVAPS Issued/ No NOCV or Settlement 0 4 0 0 1


In Settlement but Settlement Agreement not Approved 0 27 53 36 22
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Compliance Enforcement Metric Performance 1st 
Quarter


2nd 
Quarter


3rd 
Quarter


4th 
Quarter


2010 
Metric


Metric 
GoalDecember 31, 2010


NPV
Issued 59 63 101 31
Average Time to Notify NERC (Days) 11.4 7.5 10.1 7 9.39 5


NOCV/Settlement/Dismissals to NERC
NOCV Sent to Entity/NERC 1 14 0 0
Settlements @ NERC for Approval 6 12 26 45
Dissmissals 2 2 5 6


Total 9 28 31 51 119 75
NOCV/Settlement/Dis. Approved by BOTCC


NOCV BOTCC Approved 14 15 0 0
Settlements BOTCC Approved 3 6 10 31
Dismissals 2 2 8 6


Total 19 23 18 37 92 40
Mitigation Plan Metric
Verified Complete by SPP RE (30 Day Metric) 17 29 65 68
Average MP Completion (30 Day Metric) 21.1 21.4 18 21.67 20.18 <30
Verified Complete by SPP RE (60 Day Metric) 15 9 2 1
Average MP Completion (60 Day Metric) 28.2 48.2 78 162 45.33 <60
Violations in Time Matters 200
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Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 


Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 


Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
REGIONAL ENTITY TRUSTEES MEETING 


January 24, 2011 
New Orleans, Louisiana 


•  A G E N D A  •  
8:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 


1. Antitrust Guidelines ............................................................................................................... Alice Wright 


2. Administrative Items .............................................................................................................. John Meyer 


• Action requested:  Approval of October 25, 2010 Minutes 


• Action requested:  Approval of January 5, 2011 Minutes 


3. Review of Past Action Items ................................................................................................ . Alice Wright 


4. Operating Committee Report ………………………………………………………………….Jim Useldinger 


5. Planning Committee Report ......................................................................................... . Noman Williams 


6. Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Report ............................................... . Robert McClanahan 


7. Under Frequency Load Shedding Regional Standard Update  .......................................... . David Kelley 


8. SPP RE 2010 Year-End Report and 2011 Goals  .......................................................... . Stacy Dochoda 


9. General Manager’s 2010 Fourth Quarter Report ............................................................. Stacy Dochoda  


10. Revised Regional Delegation Agreement ........................................................................ Stacy Dochoda  


• Action requested:  Approval of Revised  SPP RDA to reflect changes ordered by FERC 


11. Financial Report- YTD December 2010 Statement of Activities ........................................... Alice Wright 


12. Enforcement Report .............................................................................................................. Joe Gertsch 


13. Compliance Report ……………………….…………..………………………………………….   Ron Ciesiel 


14. 2011 Metrics  .................................................................................................................... Stacy Dochoda 


• Action requested:  Approval of 2011 Metrics 


15. Summary of New Action Items .............................................................................................. Alice Wright 


16. Future Meetings .................................................................................................................... .Alice Wright 


a. January 24 (Monday), New Orleans, LA  d.    July 25 (Monday), Kansas City, MO 


b. April 25 (Monday), Tulsa, OK  e.    October 24 (Monday), Santa Fe, NM 


c. June 21 (Tuesday), Little Rock, AR 








2010 SPP RE Year‐End Highlights
Organization and AdministrationOrganization and Administration


•Increased technical expertise of staff
•Completed remaining recommendation from 2008 FERC Audit
• Satisfied NERC Audit
•Negotiated new Regional Delegation Agreement
• Implemented an enhanced version of webCDMS


Compliance Activities:
• Performed 21 Compliance Audits; 17 Spot Checks
• Implemented Process Improvements


Enforcement
• Streamlined Enforcement Processes


Outreach Communication
• 3 Compliance Workshops; 12 webinars
• RE General Manager Participated as Panelist on FERC Panel


1


g p
• Increased participation at  SPP Meetings
•Added SPP NERC Committee Reports to Trustee Meetings







2010 SPP RE ‐ Performance Metrics
Performance Metric


2009 Actual
Performance 2010 Goal


2010 Actual 
Performance % Achievement 


1Number of Days to Post Non-Public Audit 
Report to NERC 86 90 66 132%


2
Number of Days Issue Spot Check Reports1 73 90 109[89] 2 5%[101%]2


3Number of  Violations to NERC Staff 
(NOCV/Settlement/Omnibus/Dismissals) 17 50 119 149%


4
Number of NERC BOTCC Approved pp
Violations 15 40 92 174%


5Average Number of Days to Review Newly 
Submitted (2010) Mitigation Plans N/A 30 20 150%


6Average Number of Days to Review Pending 
(2009) Mitigation Plans N/A 60 45 125%(2009) Mitigation Plans N/A 60 45 125%


7Average Number of Days to Issue Preliminary 
Notice 17 5 9 78%


8
Number of Violations Transitioned to 
TimeMatters (Data Mgmt Tool)3 N/A 200 0 0%TimeMatters (Data Mgmt Tool) N/A 200 0 0%


1 The 2010 CIP spot checks were more significant in scope compared to the scope of the 2009 CIP Spot Checks and involved an 
on‐site review of evidence.


2The number of days to issue a spot check report was 109 days if all spot checks are included.  The BAL‐003 spot checks were 
held by the SPP RE to await an interpretation from NERC’s at NERC’s request.


2


held by the SPP RE to await an interpretation from NERC s at NERC s request.


3With the implementation of webCDMS in mid‐2010, this goal became moot and was not pursued after that point







2010 Supplemental RE Stakeholder Survey


Preliminary Observations


• Supplemental Survey generally 
more favorable results than initialmore favorable results than initial 
2010 survey on same questions


33







2010 Supplemental RE Stakeholder Survey 
Preliminary y
Observations


Opportunities for 
improvement:


SPP RE Performance
Satisfaction Ratings
(1=Poor; 5=Excellent)


– Increasing  stakeholder 
awareness of  the 
Standards Development 
Process


4.50


– Providing specific 
examples of compliance 
not just examples of non‐
compliance


4.00


– Increasing pre‐ audit 
review on CIP audits


– Ensuring perception of 
objectivity of CIP auditors


3.50


– Explaining CMEP 
Processes, in particular 
enforcement processes


– Improving the navigation 3.00


44


Improving the navigation 
and website search 
functions


CIP Self‐
Certs


CIP Spot 
Check


693 Self‐
Certs


693 Audit
Enforcemen


t Act.
CDMS‐


Functions
Compliance 
Workshops


Newsletters Website


2010 Avg. Rating 3.50 3.65 3.94 4.00 3.53 3.69 4.07 3.71 3.48








2011 Proposed SPP RE Metrics


1


1. Number of Days to Post Audit Report 115 80 70


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  25%


2. Number of Days to Issue Spot Check 100 90 75


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  25%


3. Violations to NERC weighted 80 weighted 130 weighted 160


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  25%


4. Violations Completion 80 130 160


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  12%


5. Mitigation Plan Completion Review 40 30 20


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  12%


6. Preliminary Notice 15 5 1


Achievement % 50% 100% 120%


Weight:  6%
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SPP Regional Trustee Update


December 2010 
NERC Planning Committee NERC Planning Committee 


January 24, 2011







Comments by Gerry Cauley and Janice Case


NERC has signed a new lease for Atlanta office space, move is progressing
NERC reports are being pick up and the information used by Congress FERC andNERC reports are being pick-up and the information used by Congress, FERC and 
others outside the industry


o This requires caution, information needs to be correct and provided in an independent 
manner


NERC continues to be in conversation with FERC commission and staff
Standards need to move forward and focus on results based reliability
Event Analysis is seen as a way to move the industry forward; focused on 
reliability, learning and results based
NERC committees need to be forward focused and implement items that bring 
value and use resources effectively, PC needs to be empowered to get things done.


O i f d li bili d h i k iBOT is focused on reliability and their key issues are:
o Standards must be correct, crisp, clear, enforceable and be limited in number
o Cyber Security is a highly visible issue (at FERC and in Congress) and is viewed as 


importantimportant







Critical Infrastructure Strategic Initiatives 
Action Plan 


Severe Impact Resilience Task Force (SIRTF) 
o SIRTF will contribute efforts to enhance the ability of the bulk power system too SIRTF will contribute efforts to enhance the ability of the bulk power system to 


withstand and recover from the three severe impact  events as described in the 
Coordinated Action Plan. The SIRTF will report to the Operating Committee, who will 
approve its scope.


Cyber Attack Task Force (Attachment 2)Cyber Attack Task Force (Attachment 2)
o The purpose of the Cyber Attack Task Force (CATF) is to consider the impact of a 


coordinated cyber attack on the reliable operation of the bulk power system, and identify 
opportunities to enhance existing protection, resilience, and recovery capabilities. The 
CATF ill t t th C iti l I f t t P t ti C itt h illCATF will report to the Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee, who will approve 
its scope.


NERC is requesting comments on both scopes
o Both scopes include recovery so we need to not double up on the overall work and adjust p y p j


the scopes accordingly
The approval of the scopes in the December meeting will be for formation of the groups with 
the intent to adjust and reapprove the scopes in March. (i.e. directional approval)







System Modeling Initiative Update


2003 Black Out recommendation – Improve system modeling data and data exchange practices
33 – Unexpected generator turbine control actions


o 29 in 8 events since August 2007
13 – Voltage sensitivity events on generation auxiliary power systems
Problem: THESE BEHAVIORS ARE NOT MODELED OR STUDIED
Models are very important / many things are driven from the models
New Modeling and Enhancements Needed


o NERC will push for the discloser of modeling data for independent generators
o Many turbine controls (controls within the Power Plant – non-governor) are not modeled
o Load modeling is now becoming an issue; Dynamic vs. Static
o Far more complex dynamic load models needed to analyze and predict FIDVR (Fault Induced Delayed Voltageo Far more complex dynamic load models needed to analyze and predict FIDVR (Fault- Induced Delayed Voltage 


Recovery) behavior
o Better governor, SPS/RAS and new power electronic device models


• Mid-term Dynamics
• LTCs  and Turbine/Boiler Control Dynamics
• Generator over-speed and power-load unbalance protection
• Frequency Response controls interactions
• RAS/SPS operations and interactions







Frequency Response Initiative


The Frequency Response Initiative has multiple objectives:
o Coordinate all NERC standards development and performance analysis activities related to frequency 


response and controlresponse and control
o Identify specific frequency-related reliability factors
o Identify root causes of changes in frequency response
o Identify practices and methods to address root causes
o Consider impacts of integration of new generation technologies (such as wind solar and significanto Consider impacts of integration of new generation technologies (such as wind, solar, and significant 


nuclear expansion)
o Develop metrics and benchmarks to improve frequency response performance tracking
o Share lessons learned with the industry via outreach, alerts, and Webinars
o Determine if performance-based frequency response standards are warranted


NERC participated in the FERC Technical Conference on Frequency Response.
o The conference focused on the technical aspects of frequency response and potential methods of 


addressing those technical issues on an interconnection wide basis.
Consistent with FERC Order, NERC filed plans for addressing modifications of the BAL-003 


d dStandard.  
o NERC’s goal is to complete the standards development process by March 1, 2012 so that the proposed 


BAL-003-1 Reliability Standard can be presented to the NERC BOT for adoption and filed for 
approval by May 2012. 







Frequency Response Initiative


The Frequency Response drafting team is planning to conduct a field trial to evaluate the 
interconnection Frequency Response obligation for use in the proposed BAL-003-1 
Reliability Standard. 
The field trial is anticipated to begin in May 2011 and will last for approximately five to eight 
months.
Alert Recommendations


o A Frequency Response Survey was sent to Balancing Authorities on September 14, 2010, calling for 
Balancing Authorities to document their frequency response for events in late-2008 and 2009. 


Generator Governor Survey – Sent to GOs and GOPs
o The survey requested detailed information and operational settings for generator governors for allo The survey requested detailed information and operational settings for generator governors for all 


units 20 MVA and above or plants that aggregate to a total of 75 MVA or greater net rating at the point 
of interconnection


Developing a List of Consistent Terminology
Proposing an Automated Frequency Event Detection and Data Collection SystemProposing an Automated Frequency Event Detection and Data Collection System
Much more detail contained in status report!







NERC Alerts
Over-arching objective, demonstrate prudent steps to address issues and enhance reliability
Highly technical reliability matters are at issue
Complex resolution/mitigation proposals, involving complex reliability interactions
Balance among competing priorities resources and focusBalance among competing priorities, resources, and focus
Limited process/transparency for validating/refining Alerts
Priorities/focus


o Technical validation of complex reliability issues
o Implementation/resolution feasibility/optionsp y p
o Interim reliability, congestion, supply management
o Timeline/milestones
o Strategic balance with technical reliability goals
o Enhance validation process and transparency
o Utilize technical committee expertise
o Interaction among NERC-Technical committees


Factors/deliverables:
o Efficient process sequencing/timing for ‘urgent’ action
o Alignment with NERC industry FERC perspectiveso Alignment with NERC – industry – FERC perspectives
o ALR and Integrated Risk Matrix
o Process certainty and transparency, good use of resources


The plan is for the NERC Executive Committee to develop a proposal to bring back to the PC during the 
March meeting.g







NERC-wide definition of the Bulk Electric System


NERC has developed a concept document addressing technical considerations for a common 
NERC-wide definition of the Bulk Electric System to address the FERC NOPR
NERC requested a regional group to develop a definition – 12 months


o FRCC, WECC and NPCC participated
The group has proposed a SAR based on the concept document


o 100-kV and higher facilitieso 100 kV and higher facilities
o Allow for exemptions for facilities greater than 100-kV and facilities that are radial
o Allow for inclusion of facilities below 100-kV
o The SAR was submitted to standards Committee on 12/8/10
o Posted for 30 day commento Posted for 30 day comment
o Currently soliciting drafting team members


20 plus continent wide standards use this definition plus 12 definitions that use BES







Reliability Assessment


The RAS has identified three potential scenario assessments for 2011. 
o Changing Fuel Mix Reliability Considerations
o Reliability Assessment on EPA Combined Rules, Phase II
o Dependence on Natural Gas


The RAS proposed to change the report to align with RTO market areas for future Reliability 
Assessments.


o There will not be any double counting of information in the NERC reports when RTO and reliability 
regions do not align


PC approved to move forward with the proposals







Task Force Reports


G&T Reliability Planning Models Task Force
o The PC approved “The revised the Metrics and Methodology document”
o The approval required that the revisions to document be consistent with the RAS report (combining 


the reporting areas)p g )
o PC approved the disbanding of the G&T Reliability Models Task Force.


Integration of Variable Generation Task Force (IVGTF
o Approved the report “Potential Reliability Impacts of Emerging Flexible Generation”


• This report will not go to the BOT but will be added to the library of information.
o The IVGTF requested comments on the report “Methods to Model and Calculate Capacity 


Contributions of Variable Generation for Resource Adequacy Planning” 


Model Validation Task ForceModel Validation Task Force
o Approve the “Power System Model Validation White Paper”, including its associated work plan 


(Appendix C in the white paper).
o General concern on the amount of resources and lack thereof  on the quality of data and results
o Requested the Task Force to focus on the highest priority items first
o Overall concern that on the level of effort and resources necessary to complete this efforto Overall concern that on the level of effort and resources necessary to complete this effort







Task Force Reports


System Protection and Control Subcommittee
o Approved the posting the reliability guideline, “Transmission System Phase Backup 


Protection” for industry comment.y
• This is a guideline not a standard
• Concern that that there is not a definition of what is a large autotransformer


o Approved the “Reliability Fundamentals of System Protection” report
Transmission Availability Data Systems Working Group


o Approve the recommendation to change the TADS Event Type Number data collection 
beginning with calendar year 2012 data


• This item will expand the information collected through the TADS system by expanding the p g y y p g
number of event categories, beginning in 2012, that are used for classification of events. The 
current system resulted in ~ 25% of events being classified as ‘other’ with no capability of 
drilling down past ‘other’


Smart Grid Task Force
o Approve revised SGTF scope







Event Analysis Update


Goal of Event Analysis Process
o 1: Promoting BPS Reliability
o 2: Develop Behavior / Cultural of


• Enhance / Refine “Reliability Excellence”
• Collaboration (ERO-wide)
• Promote “Learning Organization”


I i i l R l f Fi ld T i di hInitial Results from Field Test indicate that:
o Improvement “opportunities” (improvements) are being identified


• Improve process document
• Improve overall coordinationImprove overall coordination


o Top “opportunities”
• Improve Category definitions
• Complete and timely reporting
• Communications







Event Analysis Update


Field Trial Events from Oct 25 to Nov 23
5 of 8 regions reported no events
Remaining 3 regions


o reported 14 events
• 3 Cats – TBD
• 2 - Cat 0
• 3- Cat 1
• 4 - Cat 2
• 2 - Cat 32 Cat 3


Themes of the Events
o Generation loss
o EMS loss
o Control room evacuation
o Islanding







Event Analysis Update


Next Steps
o Events analysis completion’
o Discrete lessons learned
o Communication of themes
o January 2011 – Process adjustments


i d h i l d d do Nov 2011 – Required changes implemented and process approved.
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Ms. Stacy Dochoda Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 
Regional Entity General Manager 16101 La Grande, Ste 103 
sdochoda@spp.org Little Rock, AR  72233 
 P 501-688-1730 
 F 501.821.8726 
 
TO:  SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
 
FROM: Stacy Dochoda, RE General Manager 
 
DATE : January 14, 2011 
 
SUBJECT: SPP Regional Entity Delegation Agreement Revisions Related to FERC 


October 21, 2010 Order 
 
On October 21, 2010 the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued an order  
approving the renegotiated Regional Entity Delegation Agreements with minor revisions and 
ordering a compliance filing on February 18, 2011. 
 
A description of the FERC ordered revisions and the associated proposed changes to the SPP 
Regional Entity Delegation Agreement follows.  Included in the background materials is a 
marked version of the SPP Regional Entity Delegation Agreement.  The redlined text is the 
revised text to comply with FERC’s October 21, 2010 order.  Please note that the bluelined text 
was submitted to FERC in a compliance filing on January 10 and is awaiting approval. 
 
FERC Ordered Revisions to Regional Entity Delegation Agreements 
 


1. NERC and the Regional Entities must “clarify that the Commission and its staff will have 
full access to information made non-public under proposed Sections 8(a)(iii), (c)(iv) and 
(d)” of the Delegation Agreements.   


 
                Proposed response:  Add the following new subsection (g) to Section 8 of the 


Delegation Agreements: 
 


                (g)  The Commission and Commission staff shall have full access to 
action plans and remedial actions, directives, and directions and guidance 
issued pursuant to subsections (a)(iii), (c)(iv) and (d), respectively, that are 
maintained as non-public. 


 
  



mailto:sdochoda@spp.org
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2.         Section 8 of Exhibit E of the Delegation Agreements must be revised “to provide that 
NERC may review all financial records of the Regional Entities, including records used 
to prepare financial statements.”   


 
                Proposed response:   
 
                (1) Revise Section 8 of Exhibit E of the Delegation Agreement as follows: 
 
                                8.  NERC Review of Regional Entity Financial Statements Records                
 


Upon a request made to SPP with reasonable notice, NERC shall have 
access to and may review all financial records of SPP Regional Entity, 
including records used to prepare SPP Regional Entity’s financial 
statements.  NERC shall conduct reviews of the quarterly and annual 
financial statements submitted by SPP pursuant to Section 9(h) and (i) of 
the Agreement.  SPP shall provide supporting documentation for the 
quarterly and annual financial statements as reasonably requested by 
NERC based on its reviews. 


 
 


Action Requested 


Approval of the revised SPP Regional Entity Delegation Agreement. 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY CORPORATION 


AND SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC 


 AMENDED AND RESTATED DELEGATION AGREEMENT  (“Agreement”) made 


as of January 1, 2011, between the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”), 


an organization certified by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“Commission”) 


pursuant to Section 215(c) of the Federal Power Act to establish and enforce Reliability 


Standards for the Bulk-Power System, and Southwest Power Pool, Inc., on behalf of Southwest 


Power Pool Regional Entity (SPP), an organization established to develop and enforce 


Reliability Standards within the geographic boundaries identified on Exhibit A to this 


Agreement, and for other purposes.  NERC and SPP may be individually referred to herein as 


“Party” or collectively as “Parties.” 


  


WITNESSETH 


 WHEREAS, Subtitle A of the Electricity Modernization Act of 2005 added Section 215 


to the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. § 824n) (hereafter “the Act”), which, among other things, 


provides for the establishment of an electric reliability organization (“ERO”) to develop and 


enforce Reliability Standards applicable to all owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power 


System; 


 


 WHEREAS, the Commission has adopted regulations for the implementation of the 


Act, which are set forth at Chapter I, Title 18, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 39 (the “ERO 


Regulations”);  


 


 WHEREAS, the Commission has certified NERC as the ERO that will, in accordance 


with the Act, establish and enforce Reliability Standards for the Bulk-Power System, subject to 


certain delegation provisions described below; 


 


 WHEREAS, the Act recognizes the international interdependency of electric reliability 


within North America and envisions the ERO and such applicable Regional Entities as 


international organizations;  
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 WHEREAS, the Act and Section 39.8 of the ERO Regulations provide for the 


delegation by the ERO of authority to propose and enforce Reliability Standards to regional 


entities (“Regional Entities”) such as SPP provided that:  


(a) The Regional Entity is governed by — 


(i) an independent board; 


(ii) a balanced stakeholder board; or 


(iii) a combination independent and balanced stakeholder board. 


(b) The Regional Entity otherwise satisfies the provisions of Section 215(c)(1) and 


(2) of the Act; and 


(c) The agreement promotes effective and efficient administration of Bulk-Power 


System reliability; 


 


 WHEREAS, certain Regional Entities are organized on an Interconnection-wide basis 


and are therefore entitled to the presumption set forth in the Act that: “[t]he ERO and the 


Commission shall rebuttably presume that a proposal for delegation to a Regional Entity 


organized on an Interconnection-wide basis promotes effective and efficient administration of 


bulk power system reliability and should be approved”; 


 


 WHEREAS, the Act further provides that the ERO shall rebuttably presume that a 


proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Reliability 


Standard or modification to a Reliability Standard to be applicable on an Interconnection-wide 


basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and in the public interest;  


 


WHEREAS, SPP is not organized on an Interconnection-wide basis and therefore is not 


entitled to the rebuttable presumptions accorded such an entity; 


 


WHEREAS, NERC will work through SPP to carry out certain of its activities in 


furtherance of its responsibilities as the ERO under the Act; 
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 WHEREAS, NERC has concluded that SPP meets all requirements of the Act, the ERO 


Regulations, and the NERC Rules of Procedure as approved by the Commission (“NERC Rules 


of Procedure”) necessary to qualify for delegation; and 


 


 WHEREAS, NERC and SPP  having operated under a predecessor agreement to this 


Agreement, have negotiated this amended and restated Agreement so as to incorporate the 


benefits of their mutual experience and lessons learned while operating under the predecessor 


agreement and thereby provide for the more efficient and effective execution of their respective 


responsibilities in a transparent manner that is pursuant to Section 215 of the Act and the ERO 


Regulations; 


 


 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein 


contained, NERC and SPP, agree as follows:   


 


1. Definitions.  The capitalized terms used in this Agreement shall be defined as set forth 


in the Act, ERO Regulations, the NERC Rules of Procedure, or the NERC Glossary of Terms 


Used in Reliability Standards, or, if not so defined, shall be defined as set forth in this Section 1 


or elsewhere in the text of this Agreement: 


 (a) Breach means (i) the failure of a Party to perform or observe any material term, 


condition or covenant of the Agreement or (ii) a representation in Section 2 of the 


Agreement shall have become materially untrue. 


(b) Cross-Border Regional Entity means a Regional Entity that encompasses a part 


of the United States and a part of Canada or Mexico.  


 (c) Delegated Authority means the authority delegated by NERC to SPP to propose 


and enforce Reliability Standards pursuant to the Act and to undertake related activities set forth 


in this Agreement in furtherance of these delegated functions in accordance with the Act, the 


ERO Regulations and this Agreement. 


 


2. Representations.   


 (a) For purposes of its Delegated Authority, SPP hereby represents and warrants to 


NERC that: 
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(i) SPP is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly 


existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that 


no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement 


and fulfilling its obligations hereunder.  SPP is governed in accordance with its bylaws by an 


independent board.  Pursuant to these bylaws, no two industry sectors can control any SPP 


decision and no single industry sector can veto any SPP decision.  The relevant portions of such 


bylaws are attached hereto in Exhibit B1, and as so attached are in full force and effect.  No 


other such corporate governance documents are binding upon SPP 


 


(ii) As set forth in Exhibit C hereto2, SPP  has developed a standards 


development procedure, which provides the process that SPP may use to develop Regional 


Reliability Standards that are proposed to NERC for adoption. 


   
(iii) As set forth in Exhibit D hereto, SPP has adopted the NERC Compliance 


Monitoring and Enforcement Program, Appendix 4C to the NERC Rules of Procedure, which 


provides for the enforcement of Reliability Standards within SPP’s geographic boundaries as 


shown on Exhibit A.  


 


 (b) NERC hereby represents and warrants to SPP that: 


(i) NERC is and shall remain during the term of this Agreement validly 


existing and in good standing pursuant to all applicable laws relevant to this Agreement and that 


no applicable law, contract or other legal obligation prevents it from executing this Agreement 


and fulfilling its obligations hereunder; and  


(ii) NERC has been certified as the ERO by the Commission pursuant to the 


Act.  


 


 


 


                                                           
 
1 The Exhibit B from SPP shall meet the requirements contained in Exhibit B to this 
Agreement. 
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3. Covenants.   


 (a) During the term of this Agreement, SPP shall maintain and preserve its 


qualifications for delegation pursuant to the Act and shall not amend its Regional Entity Rules 


without NERC’s approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed and which 


shall, in the case of a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, be governed 


by the presumptions provided for in Section 215(d)(2) and (e)(4)(C) of the Act, and be subject 


to any required Commission approval. 


 (b) During the term of this Agreement, NERC shall maintain its qualification and 


status as the ERO pursuant to the Act and, subject to the provisions of Sections 17 and 18 of this 


Agreement, NERC shall not adopt amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict 


with the rights, obligations or programs of SPP under this Agreement without first obtaining the 


consent of SPP, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 


(c) During the term of this Agreement, NERC and SPP 


shall adhere to and require that all participants in their respective activities under this 


Agreement follow and comply with the NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines.   


 


4. Delegation of Authority.   


(a) Based upon the representations, warranties and covenants of SPP in Sections 2 


and 3 above, the corporate governance documents set forth in Exhibit B, the standards 


development process set forth in Exhibit C, and the compliance monitoring and enforcement 


program set forth in Exhibit D, NERC hereby delegates authority, pursuant to Section 215(e)(4) 


of the Act, to SPP for the purpose of proposing Reliability Standards to NERC, as set forth in 


Section 5 of this Agreement, and enforcing Reliability Standards, as set forth in Section 6 of this 


Agreement, within the geographic boundaries and such other scope set forth on Exhibit A, 


provided, that SPP shall not monitor and enforce compliance with Reliability Standards for SPP 


or an affiliated entity with respect to reliability functions for which SPP or an affiliate is a 


Registered Entity.  Any exclusions from this delegation of authority to SPP within, or additions 


to this delegation of authority to SPP beyond, the geographic boundaries set forth on Exhibit A 


are stated on Exhibit A.   


                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
2 The Exhibit C from SPP shall meet the requirements contained in Exhibit C to this 
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(b) In circumstances where SPP or an affiliated entity is a Registered Entity, SPP 


shall enter into an agreement with another Regional Entity or NERC for the other Regional 


Entity or NERC to monitor and enforce SPP’s or affiliate’s compliance with Reliability 


Standards.  Such agreements are subject to NERC and Commission approval. 


(c) Nothing in this Agreement  shall prohibit SPP from entering into an arrangement 


between one or more other Regional Entities to perform compliance monitoring and 


enforcement activities outside of its region, on behalf of NERC and/or other Regional Entities, 


for Registered Entities that have registered functions monitored by more than one Regional 


Entity, subject to approval by NERC.   


(d) For Cross-Border Regional Entities, the authority delegated by this Agreement 


shall extend only to the portion of the region identified on Exhibit A that is within the United 


States.  Any delegation of authority by ERO Governmental Authorities in Canada or Mexico 


shall be governed by a separate agreement and is outside the scope of this Agreement; provided, 


however, that both SPP and NERC shall endeavor to ensure that this Agreement and such 


separate agreements are compatible. 


(e) As a condition to this delegation of authority and subject to the provisions of 


Section 17 of this Agreement, SPP shall comply with the applicable provisions of NERC’s 


Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, Rules of Procedure, and Reliability Standards, as from 


time to time adopted, approved, or amended.     


 


5. Development and Proposal of Reliability Standards.  


 (a) In connection with its Delegated Authority, SPP shall be entitled to:  


  (i) propose Reliability Standards, Regional Variances, or modifications 


thereof to NERC, which shall be considered by NERC through an open and inclusive process 


for proposing and adopting Reliability Standards that affords SPP reasonable notice and 


opportunity to be heard; and 


  (ii) develop Regional Reliability Standards through SPP’s process as set forth 


in Exhibit C. Proposals approved through SPP’s process shall be reviewed by the NERC Board 


after NERC provides notice and an opportunity for interested persons to comment.  In the case 


                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
Agreement. 
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of a proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, comments 


shall be limited to the factors identified in NERC Rule of Procedure 312.3 as it may be amended 


from time to time.  The NERC Board shall promptly thereafter consider such proposed Regional 


Reliability Standard or Regional Variance, applying the rebuttable presumption described in 


subsection 5(b) of this Agreement if the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional 


Variance is from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis, and either 


approve the proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance and submit it to the 


Commission for approval, or disapprove it in writing setting forth its reasons.  SPP may appeal 


any disapproval of a proposed Regional Reliability Standard or Regional Variance to the 


Commission.  


(b) Pursuant to Section 215(d)(3) of the Act, NERC shall rebuttably presume that a 


proposal from a Regional Entity organized on an Interconnection-wide basis for a Regional 


Reliability Standard or Regional Variance or modification thereof to be applicable on an 


Interconnection-wide basis is just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory or preferential, 


and in the public interest.  Any person challenging such proposal from the Regional Entity 


organized on an Interconnection-wide basis shall have the burden of proof.  NERC shall not 


find that this presumption has been rebutted except based upon substantial evidence that has 


been disclosed to, and been subject to comment by, the Interconnection-wide Regional Entity 


during NERC’s review of the proposal.    


 


6. Enforcement of Compliance with Reliability Standards.    


 (a) In connection with its delegated authority pursuant to this Agreement, SPP shall 


enforce Reliability Standards (including Regional Reliability Standards and Regional 


Variances) within the geographic boundaries set forth, or as otherwise specified, in Exhibit A 


through the compliance monitoring and enforcement program set forth in Exhibit D.  NERC 


and SPP agree that this compliance monitoring and enforcement program meets all applicable 


requirements of the Act, Order No. 672 of the Commission, and the ERO Regulations, 


including, inter alia, the requirement for an audit program pursuant to Section 39.7(a) of the 


ERO Regulations, the assessment of penalties pursuant to Section 39.7(c) through 39.7(g) of the 


ERO Regulations and the requirements for due process.  SPP may not change its compliance 


monitoring and enforcement program set forth in Exhibit D absent NERC’s approval, which 
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shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, and the approval of the Commission.  Subject to 


the rights and limitations specified in Sections 17 and 18 of this Agreement, SPP agrees to 


comply with the NERC Rules of Procedure, with any directives issued pursuant to Section 8(c) 


of this Agreement, and with any guidance and directions issued by the NERC Board or a Board 


committee pursuant to Section 8(d) of this Agreement, in implementing this program.   


 (b) SPP shall report promptly to NERC any Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or 


Confirmed Violation of a Reliability Standard, and its eventual disposition by SPP.  Such report 


shall include the owner’s, operator’s, or user’s name, which Reliability Standard or Reliability 


Standards were the subject of the Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed 


Violation, when the Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed Violation occurred, 


other pertinent facts including circumstances surrounding the Possible Violation, Alleged 


Violation, or Confirmed Violation with any known risk to the Bulk-Power System, when the 


Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed Violation was or will be mitigated, the 


name of a person knowledgeable about the Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed 


Violation to serve as a point of contact with the Commission, and any other information 


required by NERC compliance program procedures.  NERC shall promptly forward such report 


to the Commission.  NERC and SPP shall cooperate in filing such periodic summary reports as 


the Commission shall from time to time direct on Possible Violations, Alleged Violations, and 


Confirmed Violations of Reliability Standards and summary analyses of such Possible 


Violations, Alleged Violations, and Confirmed Violations.   


 (c) Each Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed Violation shall be 


treated as nonpublic unless the matter is filed with the Commission as a Notice of Penalty, or, if 


disclosure is required, dismissed.  The disposition of each Possible Violation, Alleged 


Violation, or Confirmed Violation that relates to a Cybersecurity Incident or that would 


jeopardize the security of the Bulk-Power System if publicly disclosed shall remain nonpublic 


unless the Commission directs otherwise. 


 (d) All dispositions by SPP of Possible Violations, Alleged Violations, and 


Confirmed Violations of Reliability Standards shall be reported to NERC for review and, in the 


case of  Confirmed Violations, penalties or sanctions, and settlements, for approval.  Following 


approval of a disposition by NERC, NERC shall file the disposition with the Commission, if 
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required by, and in accordance with, Section 215(e) of the Act and Section 39.7 of the ERO 


Regulations.  NERC shall review SPP’s dispositions based on the following criteria: 


  (i) whether the disposition is supported by a sufficient record compiled by SPP in 


accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure, NERC directives and Commission 


requirements, taking into account the nature of the Possible Violation, Alleged 


Violation, or Confirmed Violation, 


  (ii) whether the disposition is consistent with any applicable directives issued 


pursuant to Section 8(c) of this Agreement, any applicable directions or guidance issued by the 


NERC Board or a Board committee pursuant to Section 8(d) of this Agreement, or other 


applicable NERC guidance, concerning the Reliability Standards to which the Possible 


Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed Violation relates, 


  (iii) if the disposition is a Confirmed Violation or settlement, whether it provides 


for a penalty or sanction, or a determination of no penalty or sanction, determined in accordance 


with the NERC Sanction Guidelines, Appendix 4B to the NERC Rules of Procedure, and 


(iv) whether the disposition is reasonably consistent with other dispositions 


by SPP and by other Regional Entities of Possible Violations, Alleged Violations, and 


Confirmed Violations involving the same or similar facts and circumstances.   


 


NERC may reject any disposition, with an explanation of why NERC believes the disposition 


does not meet the above criteria.  SPP may submit a disposition requiring NERC approval that 


has been rejected by NERC, or a revised disposition following a rejection, directly to the NERC 


Board Compliance Committee for approval without revising the disposition to address all the 


grounds on which NERC originally rejected the disposition.  The final approval of SPP’s 


disposition of a Possible Violation, Alleged Violation, or Confirmed Violation shall be made by 


the NERC Board Compliance Committee, provided, that the NERC Board or NERC Board 


Compliance Committee may, by appropriate resolution, delegate authority for final approval of 


dispositions of specified categories of Possible Violations, Alleged Violations, or Confirmed 


Violations to the NERC President. 


 (e) All appeals of penalties imposed by SPP as a result of a decision by SPP’s 


Hearing Body shall be filed with, heard by and disposed of by, NERC, in accordance with the 


NERC Rules of Procedure.  
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(f) SPP shall maintain the capability to conduct investigations of Possible Violations 


and Alleged Violations of Reliability Standards and to conduct such investigations in a 


confidential manner. 


(g) SPP shall maintain a program of proactive monitoring and enforcement of 


compliance with Reliability Standards, in accordance with the NERC Compliance Monitoring 


and Enforcement Program and the annual NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 


Program Implementation Plan. 


(h) As part of its compliance monitoring and enforcement program, SPP shall 


maintain a conflict of interest policy that assures the integrity and independence of such 


program, including the integrity and independence of the persons or decision-making bodies 


making final determinations in compliance enforcement actions under Section 5.0 of the NERC 


Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program.  A Regional Entity may have stakeholders 


lead or participate in its board compliance committee so long as integrity and independence are 


assured through reasonable and appropriate recusal procedures. 


(i) As often as NERC deems necessary, but no less than every five years, NERC 


shall review SPP’s compliance monitoring and enforcement program to determine that: (i) the 


program meets all applicable legal requirements; (ii) actual practices reflect the requirements; 


and (iii) the program administered pursuant to the Delegated Authority promotes consistent 


interpretations across North America of Reliability Standards and comparable levels of 


sanctions and penalties for violations of Reliability Standards constituting comparable levels of 


threat to reliability of the Bulk-Power System. 


 


7. Delegation-Related Activities.  NERC will engage SPP on its behalf to carry out 


certain of its activities that are in furtherance of Bulk-Power System reliability and NERC’s 


responsibilities as the ERO under the Act or in support of the Delegated Authority, as specified 


in the NERC Rules of Procedure and listed on Exhibit E.  These delegation-related activities 


shall include, but are not limited to, those described in subsections (a) through (f), each of which 


shall be considered a statutory activity: 


 (a) Certification of Bulk-Power System Entities.  The NERC Board shall set 


criteria for certification in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.  SPP shall issue 


certifications in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. 
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 (b) Registration of owners, operators, and users of the Bulk-Power System as 


responsible for compliance with requirements of Reliability Standards.  


  (i)  The NERC Board shall develop criteria for registration of owners, operators, 


and users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities and shall apply the registration 


criteria to register owners, operators and users of the Bulk-Power System as Registered Entities. 


  (ii)  NERC shall maintain a registration database of Registered Entities, based on 


data and information provided by SPP and other Regional Entities.  SPP shall provide timely 


and accurate information relating to registrations to NERC, on at least a monthly basis, to 


enable NERC to maintain a registration database that is accurate and up-to-date. 


  (iii)  The NERC Board Compliance Committee shall hear and decide appeals 


from owners, operators and users of the Bulk-Power System contesting registration, in 


accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.  If the NERC Board Compliance Committee 


upholds the decision to register an owner, operator, or user, NERC shall defend the decision in 


any subsequent appeal of the decision by the Registered Entity to the Commission. 


 (c) Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis.  SPP shall develop 


assessments of the reliability of the Bulk-Power System, or ensure that data and information are 


collected, analyzed and provided to NERC in support of the development of reliability 


assessments, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure.  SPP shall also develop and 


maintain, and collect data in support of the development and maintenance of, reliability 


performance metrics and assessments of risks to the Reliable Operation of the Bulk-Power 


System, in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure and NERC directives.  NERC shall 


develop data-gathering quality control procedures, forms and reporting mechanisms, which 


shall be used by SPP and other Regional Entities in carrying out their responsibilities under this 


subsection (c). 


 (d) Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement. SPP shall conduct event analysis 


pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure and applicable governmental regulations.  NERC and 


SPP shall coordinate event analysis to support the effective and efficient use of their collective 


resources, consistency in event analysis, and timely delivery of event analysis reports.  In 


collaboration with NERC, SPP shall disseminate to the electric industry lessons learned and 


other information obtained or resulting from event analysis. 
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 (e) Training and Education.  SPP may provide training and education to 


Registered Entities, as it deems necessary, in support of its performance of delegated functions 


and related activities under this Agreement.  NERC may also provide training and education 


programs to Registered Entities on topics relating to NERC’s responsibilities as the ERO. 


 (f) Situation Awareness and Infrastructure Security.   


  (i) SPP shall gather and assess situation awareness information provided by 


Registered Entities pursuant to the NERC Rules of Procedure and applicable governmental 


regulations, and shall provide other data, information and assistance to NERC in support of 


NERC’s activities in monitoring present conditions, and responding to events, on the Bulk-


Power System 


  (ii) SPP shall collaborate with NERC in its efforts to coordinate electric 


industry activities to promote critical infrastructure protection of the Bulk-Power System in 


North America. 


8. Oversight of Performance of Delegated Functions and Related Activities. 
 
 This Section 8 sets forth processes and procedures which the Parties intend shall be used 


in NERC’s oversight of SPP’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities 


pursuant to this Agreement.  It is the intent of NERC and SPP that matters relating to NERC’s 


oversight of SPP’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related activities shall be 


established or resolved by collaboration between NERC and SPP and, where applicable, other 


Regional Entities, to the maximum extent possible, consistent with the construct that NERC and 


the Regional Entities are operating together in a collaborative manner to carry out the 


responsibilities of the ERO under Section 215 of the Act and the ERO Regulations. 


(a) (i) NERC shall develop, in collaboration with SPP and other Regional 


Entities, performance goals, measures and other parameters (including, without limiting the 


scope of such goals, measures and parameters, financial performance goals, measures and 


parameters), and performance reports, which shall be used to measure NERC’s and SPP’s 


performance of their respective functions and related activities.  The performance goals, 


measures and parameters and the form of performance reports shall be approved by the NERC 


President and shall be made public.  SPP shall provide data, information and reports to NERC, 


in accordance with established schedules, to enable NERC to calculate SPP’s performance to 


the agreed-upon goals, measures and parameters.  
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  (ii) NERC shall use the performance goals, measures and parameters and 


performance reports to evaluate SPP’s performance of its delegated functions and related 


activities and to provide advice and direction to SPP on performance improvements.  The 


performance goals, measures and other parameters and the values of such goals, measures and 


parameters, shall be reviewed by NERC, SPP and the other Regional Entities, revised if 


appropriate, and made public, on the same timeline as the annual business planning and 


budgeting process described in Section 9 of this Agreement. 


  (iii) At the request of the President of NERC, SPP shall be required to 


develop, submit for NERC approval, and implement action plans to address areas of its 


performance that are reasonably determined by NERC, based on analysis of SPP’s performance 


against the performance goals, measures and parameters, or performance of specific activities, 


to be unsatisfactory, provided, that prior to requiring SPP to adopt and implement an action plan 


or other remedial action, NERC shall issue a notice to SPP of the need and basis for an action 


plan or other remedial action and provide an opportunity for SPP to submit a written response 


contesting NERC’s evaluation of SPP’s performance and the need for an action plan.  SPP may 


request that the President of NERC reconsider the request, and thereafter may request that the 


NERC Board review and reconsider the request.  NERC and SPP shall work collaboratively as 


needed in the development and implementation of SPP’s action plan.  A final action plan 


submitted by SPP to NERC shall be made public unless the President of NERC makes a written 


determination that the action plan or specific portions of the plan should be maintained as non-


public. 


 (b) NERC shall make available to SPP standardized training and education 


programs, which shall be designed taking into account input from SPP and other Regional 


Entities, for SPP personnel on topics relating to the delegated functions and related activities. 


 (c) (i) NERC may issue directives to SPP concerning the manner in which SPP 


shall perform its delegated functions and related activities under this Agreement.  The NERC 


Rules of Procedure, or any other ERO Rule requiring approval of the Commission, shall not be 


considered “directives.”  NERC shall initiate the development of a directive through a 


collaborative process with SPP and, if applicable, other Regional Entities to which the directive 


will apply.  Any directive developed through the collaborative process shall be approved by, 


and issued under the signature of, the NERC President.   
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  (ii) If after a period of time that is reasonable under the circumstances, NERC 


and SPP and, if applicable, other Regional Entities are unable to reach agreement on the 


contents of the directive, NERC may issue the directive with the approval of and under the 


signature of the NERC President; provided, that before the NERC President issues a directive 


pursuant to this paragraph (ii), SPP and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, shall be given a 


reasonable opportunity to present their positions on, and a suggested alternative version or 


versions of, the proposed directive to the NERC President. 


  (iii) Upon issuance of a directive by the NERC President, it shall be binding 


upon, and shall be complied with by, SPP, subject to reasonable time periods for adoption, 


implementation, and funding of any necessary resources.  Upon request by SPP, the NERC 


Board (or a committee of the Board to which the Board delegates appropriate authority) shall 


review and shall confirm, revise or revoke any directive that was issued by the NERC President 


without SPP’s agreement, provided, that SPP shall request such review within thirty (30) days 


following issuance of the directive by the NERC President unless good cause can be shown for 


a later request. 


  (iv) NERC and SPP and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, shall 


collaborate in deciding whether a directive (whether issued pursuant to paragraph (ii) or 


paragraph (iii)) shall be made public.  If no agreement is reached by the date of issuance as to 


whether the directive shall be made public, the NERC President shall decide whether the 


directive will be made public, provided, that is the intent of the Parties that the NERC President 


shall apply a presumption that directives should be made public, unless the NERC President 


makes a written determination stating a specific reason for maintaining a particular directive as 


non-public. 


 (d) In addition to the issuance of directives pursuant to subsection (c), the NERC 


Board (or a Board committee to which the Board has delegated authority) may issue guidance or 


directions as to the manner in which SPP, and, if applicable, other Regional Entities, shall 


perform delegated functions and related activities.  The Board or Board committee shall also 


establish reasonable time periods for the implementation of any such guidance or directions, 


taking into account the impact on the reliability of the Bulk-Power System and the need for 


funding of additional resources.  Any such guidance or directions shall be stated in writing and 


shall be public, unless the Board or Board committee makes a written determination stating a 
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specific reason for maintaining particular guidance or directions as non-public. SPP, either 


individually or in conjunction with other Regional Entities, may request that the NERC Board 


or Board committee reconsider or revise the guidance or direction.   


 (e) NERC shall conduct collaborative reviews with SPP, either individually or in 


conjunction with one or more other Regional Entities, that provide for the exchange of 


information on practices, experiences, and lessons learned in the implementation of the 


delegated functions. 


 (f) Any audits of SPP performed by NERC shall be limited to an examination of 


SPP’s compliance with this Agreement, NERC’s Rules of Procedure, the Compliance 


Monitoring and Enforcement Program, Commission requirements, and directives that are in 


effect pursuant to Section 8(c). 


 (g) The Commission and Commission staff shall have full access to action plans and 


remedial actions, directives, and directions and guidance issued pursuant to subsections (a)(iii), 


(c)(iv) and (d), respectively, that are maintained as non-public. 


 


9. Funding.  SPP and NERC shall ensure, subject to Commission approval in accordance 


with the ERO Regulations, that the delegated functions and related activities described in 


Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed on Exhibit E have reasonable and adequate funding and resources 


by undertaking the following:  


 (a) SPP shall develop, through a collaborative process with NERC, and propose, an 


annual business plan and budget, in accordance with ERO Regulations, Commission orders and 


NERC business planning and budgeting policies and instructions.  SPP’s proposed business plan 


and budget shall describe the activities necessary for, and provide a budget with adequate 


resources for, SPP to carry out its Delegated Authority under this Agreement, including the 


functions and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed on Exhibit E.  SPP’s 


business plan and budget shall show the funding sources and amounts to fund the proposed 


budget, including as applicable assessments to end users, penalty monies, and other sources of 


funds.   


 (b) SPP and NERC agree that the portion of SPP’s approved budget for the functions 


and activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and listed on Exhibit E that is to be funded by 


assessments, will be equitably allocated among end users within the geographic boundaries 
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described in Exhibit A and recovered through a formula based on Net Energy for Load, or 


through such other formula as is proposed by SPP and approved by NERC and the Commission.  


If SPP proposes to use a formula other than Net Energy for Load beginning in the following 


year, SPP shall submit the proposed formula to NERC in sufficient time that NERC may review 


and approve the proposed formula and file it with the Commission by May 15 for approval, and 


the proposed formula shall be effective for the following year if approved by the Commission 


on or before the date the Commission approves the annual business plan and budget submitted 


by NERC and to the Commission pursuant to the ERO Regulations for such year.   


(c) NERC shall determine that the assessments to fund the costs for its statutory 


functions in its Commission-approved budget are first allocated fairly among the 


Interconnections and regions according to the applicability of this work to those 


Interconnections and regions, and then equitably among the end users of the applicable 


interconnections and regions as appropriate.  Allocation on a Net Energy for Load basis will be 


presumed to satisfy this equitability requirement.  


(d) NERC shall provide SPP with the form or forms for business plan and budget 


submittal, and any accompanying instructions, in accordance with the schedule for preparation 


of the business plan and budget developed by NERC and the Regional Entities. 


(e) SPP shall submit its proposed annual business plan and budget for carrying out 


its Delegated Authority functions and related activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 and 


listed on Exhibit E, as well as for all other activities of SPP, to NERC for review and approval 


in accordance with the annual schedule for the preparation of business plans and budgets which 


shall be developed collaboratively by NERC and the Regional Entities, as more fully described 


in Exhibit E.   


(f) NERC shall fund SPP’s performance of its Delegated Authority and related 


activities in accordance with SPP’s Commission-approved business plan and budget, in the 


amount of SPP’s assessments to end users approved by the Commission.  Exhibit E sets forth 


the procedures and timing for billing and collecting SPP’s approved assessments from end users 


and other entities and payment of the approved assessment amount to SPP, unless otherwise 


modified and approved by NERC and the Commission.  NERC shall not impose any material 


obligation or requirement regarding the Delegated Authority upon SPP that has not been 
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provided for in an approved business plan and budget or an approved amended or supplemental 


business plan and budget, without SPP’s consent. 


(g) NERC shall develop, in consultation with the Regional Entities, a reasonable and 


consistent system of accounts, with a level of detail and record keeping comparable to the 


Commission’s Uniform System of Accounts and sufficient to allow the Commission to 


compare each Commission-approved NERC and SPP fiscal year budget with the actual results 


at the NERC and Regional Entity levels.  SPP shall follow NERC’s prescribed system of 


accounts except to the extent that NERC permits a departure from the prescribed system of 


accounts.  NERC shall make an informational filing with the Commission describing any such 


waiver it permits and providing an explanation supporting the permitted departure. 


(h) SPP shall submit unaudited quarterly interim financial statements in form 


provided by NERC no later than 20 days after the end of the fiscal quarter (March 31, June 30, 


September 30, and December 31).   


(i) SPP shall submit audited financial statements annually, including supporting 


materials, in a form provided by NERC no later than May 1 of the following year.    


 (j) Exhibit E to this Agreement sets forth the mechanism through which SPP shall 


offset penalty monies it receives (other than penalty monies received from an operational 


function or division or affiliated entity of SPP) against its next year’s annual budget for carrying 


out functions under this Agreement, and the mechanism by which SPP shall transmit to NERC 


any penalty monies received from an operational function or division or affiliated entity of SPP. 


pProvided, that, subject to approval by NERC and the Commission, SPP may propose and 


implement an alternative use of penalty monies to that set forth in Exhibit E. 


 


10. Assignment.  This Agreement may be assigned by either Party only with the prior 


written consent of the other, which consent shall be granted or withheld in such non-assigning 


Party’s sole discretion, subject to approval by the Commission.  Any assignment under this 


Agreement shall not relieve a Party of its obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be enlarged, 


in whole or in part, by reason thereof.   SPP may not delegate in whole or in part its Delegated 


Authority to any other entity without NERC’s express consent; provided, however, that nothing 


in this provision shall prohibit SPP from contracting with other entities to assist it in carrying 
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out its Delegated Authority, provided SPP retains control and responsibility for such Delegated 


Authority.   


 


11. Default and Cure. Upon a Breach, the non-breaching Party shall give written notice 


of such Breach to the breaching Party (the “Default Notice”).  Subject to a suspension of the 


following deadlines as specified below, the breaching Party shall have thirty (30) calendar days 


from receipt of the Default Notice within which to cure such Breach; provided however, that if 


such Breach is not capable of cure within thirty (30) calendar days, the breaching Party shall 


commence such cure within thirty (30) calendar days after notice and continuously and 


diligently complete such cure within ninety (90) calendar days from receipt of the Default 


Notice; and, if cured within such time, the Breach specified in such notice shall cease to exist.  


Subject to the limitation specified in the following sentence, if a Breach is not cured as provided 


in this, Section 11, or if a Breach is not capable of being cured within the period provided for 


herein, the nonbreaching Party shall have the right to declare a default and terminate this 


Agreement by written notice at any time until cure occurs, and be relieved of any further 


obligation hereunder.  The deadlines for cure and the right to declare a default and terminate this 


Agreement shall be suspended during the pendency of any efforts or proceedings in accordance 


with Section 18 of this Agreement to resolve a dispute as to whether a Breach has occurred or 


been cured.  The provisions of this Section 11 will survive termination of this Agreement. 


 


12. Term and Termination.   


 (a) This Agreement shall become effective on January 1, 2011 (the “Effective 


Date”).   


 (b) The term of the Agreement shall be five (5) years from the Effective Date, prior 


to which time NERC shall conduct an audit pursuant to subsection 6(i) to ensure that SPP 


continues to meet all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements necessary to maintain its 


eligibility for delegation.  If SPP meets such requirements, this Agreement may be renewed for 


another five (5) year term.  This Agreement may be renewed for successive additional five (5) 


year renewal terms provided that prior to the end of each renewal term, NERC shall conduct an 


audit pursuant to subsection 6(i) to ensure that SPP continues to meet all applicable statutory 


and regulatory requirements necessary to maintain its eligibility for delegation.  Provided, that 
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either Party may terminate this Agreement as of the end of a term by giving written notice to 


terminate at least one (1) year prior to the end of the term.  If this Agreement is not renewed or 


becomes subject to termination for any reason, the Parties shall work to provide for a transition 


of SPP’s Delegated Authority to NERC or to another eligible entity and to provide for the 


resolution of any wind-up costs associated with termination of this Agreement.  The termination 


of this Agreement shall not take effect until such transition has been effected, unless the 


transition period exceeds one year, at which time SPP may unilaterally terminate. 


 (c) If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof to any person, 


entity or circumstance, is held by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be 


invalid, void, or unenforceable, or if a modification or condition to this Agreement is imposed 


by a regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over this Agreement, the Parties shall endeavor 


in good faith to negotiate such amendment or amendments to this Agreement as will restore the 


relative benefits and obligations of the signatories under this Agreement immediately prior to 


such holding, modification or condition.  If either Party finds such holding, modification or 


condition unacceptable and the Parties are unable to renegotiate a mutually acceptable 


resolution, either Party may unilaterally terminate this Agreement.  Such termination shall be 


effective one year following written notice by either Party to the other Party and to the 


Commission, or at such other time as may be mutually agreed by SPP and NERC.  


 (d) Notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement, provisions contained in 


Limitation of Liability (Section 13), No Third Party Beneficiaries (Section 14) and 


Confidentiality (Section 15) shall survive this Agreement in accordance with their terms until 


sixty (60) days following the expiration of any applicable statute of limitations. 


 


13. Limitation of Liability.  SPP and NERC agree not to sue each other or their directors, 


officers, employees, and persons serving on their committees and subgroups based on any act or 


omission of any of the foregoing in the performance of duties pursuant to this Agreement or in 


conducting activities under the authority of Section 215 of the Act, other than seeking a review 


of such action or inaction by the Commission.  NERC and SPP shall not be liable to one another 


for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation, direct, indirect, incidental, special, 


multiple, consequential (including attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or punitive 


damages arising out of or resulting from any act or omission associated with the performance of 
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the SPP’s or NERC’s responsibilities under this Agreement or in conducting activities under the 


authority of Section 215 of the Act, except to the extent that the SPP or NERC is found liable 


for gross negligence or intentional misconduct, in which case SPP or NERC shall not be liable 


for any indirect, incidental, special, multiple, consequential (including without limitation 


attorneys’ fees and litigation costs), exemplary, or punitive damages.  


 


14. No Third Party Beneficiaries.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to create 


any duty to, any standard of care with reference to, or any liability to, any third party. 


 


15. Confidentiality.  During the course of the Parties’ performance under this Agreement, a 


Party may receive Confidential Information, as defined in Section 1500 of NERC’s Rules of 


Procedure.  Except as set forth herein, the Parties agree to keep in confidence and not to copy, 


disclose, or distribute any Confidential Information or any part thereof, without the prior written 


permission of the issuing Party, unless disclosure is required by subpoena, law, or other 


directive of a court, administrative agency, or arbitration panel, in which event the recipient 


hereby agrees to provide the Party that provided the Confidential Information with prompt 


notice of such request or requirement in order to enable such issuing Party to (a) seek an 


appropriate protective order or other remedy, (b) consult with the recipient with respect to 


taking steps to resist or narrow the scope of such request or legal process, or (c) waive 


compliance, in whole or in part, with the terms of this Section.  In the event a protective order or 


other remedy is not obtained or the issuing Party waives compliance with the provisions, the 


recipient agrees to furnish only that portion of the Confidential Information which the 


recipient’s counsel advises is legally required and to exercise best efforts to obtain assurance 


that confidential treatment will be accorded to such Confidential Information.  In addition, each 


Party shall ensure that its officers, trustees, directors, employees, subcontractors and 


subcontractors’ employees, and agents to whom Confidential Information is exposed are under 


obligations of confidentiality that are at least as restrictive as those contained herein.  This 


confidentiality provision does not prohibit reporting and disclosure as directed by NERC, as set 


forth in Section 6 of this Agreement. 
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16. Amendment.  Neither this Agreement nor any of the terms hereof, may be amended 


unless such amendment is made in writing, signed by the Parties, and filed with and approved 


by the Commission.  


 


17. Amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure.  NERC shall not adopt amendments 


to the NERC Rules of Procedure that conflict with the rights, obligations, or programs of SPP 


under this Agreement without first obtaining the consent of SPP, which consent shall not be 


unreasonably withheld or delayed.  To the extent SPP does not consent, NERC shall have the 


right to invoke the dispute resolution provisions of Section 18 and, if such effort fails to resolve 


the dispute, to petition the Commission to adopt the amendment to the NERC Rules of 


Procedure.  To the extent that the Commission issues an order amending or materially affecting 


the rights or obligations of SPP under this Agreement, SPP shall have the option, exercisable no 


later than 60 days after issuance of such order, to terminate this Agreement.  Such termination 


shall be effective one year following written notice by SPP to NERC and the Commission, or at 


such other time as may be mutually agreed by SPP and NERC. 


 


18. Dispute Resolution.  In the event a dispute arises under this Agreement between NERC 


and SPP, (including disputes relating to NERC’s performance of its obligations under this 


Agreement and/or disputes relating to SPP’s performance of its obligations under this 


Agreement) which cannot be resolved through discussions between representatives of the 


Parties in the normal course of operations, the Parties shall use the following procedures 


(“Dispute Resolution”) to attempt to resolve the dispute.  SPP shall not suspend performance of 


any delegated function, and the Parties shall continue to make reasonable, good faith efforts to 


comply with their obligations under this Agreement, during the pendency of Dispute 


Resolution.  All notices required to be sent pursuant to this Dispute Resolution procedure shall 


be sent in accordance with Section 19 of this Agreement.  This Dispute Resolution procedure is 


separate from and in addition to all other processes provided for in this Agreement.   


 (a) The Party invoking Dispute Resolution shall send a notice to the other Party 


describing the dispute, stating the invoking Party’s position with respect to the dispute, stating 


that the Party is invoking Dispute Resolution, and naming the Party’s designated representative 
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for negotiating a resolution of the dispute.  The designated representative shall have authority to 


resolve the dispute on behalf of the invoking Party. 


 (b) Within three (3) business days after receipt of the notice invoking Dispute 


Resolution, the receiving Party shall send a notice to the invoking Party acknowledging receipt 


of the notice invoking Dispute Resolution, stating the receiving Party’s position with respect to 


the dispute, and naming the Party’s designated representative for negotiating a resolution of the 


dispute.  The designated representative shall have authority to resolve the dispute on behalf of 


the receiving Party. 


 (c) During the period commencing three (3) business days and ending twenty (20) 


business days after the date of the receiving Party’s notice, the designated representatives shall 


engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute, provided, that the designated 


representatives may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day period that the 


process should move to the next step of Dispute Resolution. 


 (d) If the designated representatives are unable to arrive at a resolution of the dispute 


by the end of the time period described in subsection (c), they shall notify the chief executive 


officers of their respective Parties.  The chief executive officers of the Parties shall thereafter 


engage in good faith negotiations to attempt to resolve the dispute during the period of twenty 


(20) business days immediately following the time period described in subsection (c), provided, 


that the chief executive officers may agree prior to the end of such twenty (20) business day 


period that negotiations are at impasse and the process may move to the next step as described 


in subsection (f).  Upon mutual agreement of the Parties, the twenty (20) business day period 


may be extended to pursue ongoing good faith negotiations. 


 (e) If a resolution of the dispute is achieved by the Parties, it shall be memorialized 


in a writing that is acceptable in form and substance to each party and is signed by the 


designated representative or chief executive officer on behalf of each Party. 


 (f) If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute pursuant to the process described 


in subsections (a) through (e), then either Party may invoke any other available dispute 


resolution mechanism, including, without limitation, filing a complaint or petition with the 


Commission requesting resolution of the dispute by the Commission, or filing a complaint for 


relief in a court having jurisdiction over Parties and the subject matter of the dispute in 


accordance with Section 20.  Provided, however, that: (i) it is the intent of the Parties that 
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unresolved disputes shall be presented to and resolved by the Commission if the Commission 


has and accepts jurisdiction over the subject matter of the dispute, (ii) the Parties may, by 


mutual agreement, attempt to resolve the dispute through arbitration, mediation, or other process 


involving resort to an impartial neutral, and (iii) it is the intent of the Parties that resolution of 


disputes through Commission proceedings, arbitration, mediation, or other use of an impartial 


neutral, is preferred over resort to judicial proceedings. 


 (g) This Section 18 shall not apply to compliance enforcement actions against 


individual Registered Entities. 


  


19. Notice.  Whether expressly so stated or not, all notices, demands, requests, and other 


communications required or permitted by or provided for in this Agreement shall be given in 


writing to a Party at the address set forth below, or at such other address as a Party shall 


designate for itself in writing in accordance with this Section, and shall be delivered by hand or 


reputable overnight courier: 


 If to NERC:     If to SPP:   
 
 North American Electric    Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 


Reliability Corporation   415 N. McKinley 
 116-390 Village Blvd.    Suite 140 
 Princeton, NJ 08540-5721   Little Rock, AR 72211   
 Attn:  General Counsel   Attn:  Alison HayesStacy Dochoda 
 Facsimile:  (609) 452-9550   Facsimile:  (501) 821-8726 
 


20. Governing Law.  When not in conflict with or preempted by federal law, this 


Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of New Jersey 


without giving effect to the conflict of law principles thereof.  The Parties recognize and agree 


not to contest the exclusive or primary jurisdiction of the Commission to interpret and apply this 


Agreement; provided however that if the Commission declines to exercise or is precluded from 


exercising jurisdiction of any action arising out of or concerning this Agreement, such action 


shall be brought in any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction in New Jersey.  All 


Parties hereby consent to the jurisdiction of any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction 


in New Jersey for the purpose of hearing and determining any action not heard and determined 


by the Commission.  
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21. Headings.  The headings and captions in this Agreement are for convenience of 


reference only and shall not define, limit, or otherwise affect any of the terms or provisions 


hereof. 


 


22. Savings Clause.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to preempt or limit any 


authority that SPP may have to adopt reliability requirements or take other actions to maintain 


reliability of the Bulk-Power System within the geographic boundaries described in Exhibit A 


that are outside the Delegated Authority, as long as such reliability requirements and actions are 


not inconsistent with Reliability Standards applicable to the region described in Exhibit A and 


do not result in a lessening of reliability outside the region described in Exhibit A.  


 


23. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes all 


prior agreements and understandings, both written and oral, among the parties with respect to 


the subject matter of this Agreement. 


 


24. Execution of Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and each 


shall have the same force and effect as the original. 
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NOW THEREFORE, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by its duly 


authorized representatives, effective as of the Effective Date. 


NORTH AMERICAN 
ELECTRIC RELIABILITY CORPORATION  SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. 


 


By:   _______________________________  By: ____________________________ 


Name:  ____________________         Name: ____________________      


Title:    ____________________         Title: ____________________  


Date:    ____________________         Date:   ____________________ __ 
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Exhibit A 
Regional Boundaries 


 
 The geographic boundaries of Southwest Power Pool (SPP) are determined by the service areas of its 
membership, comprised of investor-owned utilities, municipal, cooperative, state and federal systems, merchant 
electricity generators and power marketers. 
  
 The SPP Regional Entity covers an area of approximately 255,000 square miles of service territory (purple 
region depicted below) in all or part of eight states: Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Mississippi, 
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
 
Service provided by SPP members in areas which overlap with neighboring regions: 
♦ The area in northeastern Oklahoma is served by Western Farmers Electric Cooperative, Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Company, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, Grand River Dam Authority, and AEP West. 
♦ The area in Arkansas is served by Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation, Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Company, and AEP West. 
♦ The area in western Missouri is served by Aquila, Empire District Electric Company, City Power & Light 
(Independence, MO), City Utilities (Springfield, MO), Grand River Dam Authority, Kansas City Power & Light 
Company, City Power & Light (Independence, MO), and Southwestern Power Administration. 
 
Within the SPP region, compliance monitoring and enforcement functions with respect to reliability functions for 
which SPP is the registered entity are performed by SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) pursuant to a contract 
between SPP and SERC dated as of (DATE). 
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Exhibit B – Governance 
 
Exhibit B shall set forth the Regional Entity’s bylaws, which NERC agrees demonstrate 
that the Regional Entity meets the following criteria: 
 
CRITERION 1:  The Regional Entity shall be governed by an independent board, a 
balanced stakeholder board, or a combination independent and balanced stakeholder 
board.  (Federal Power Act § 215(e)(4)(A), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(1), Order No. 672 at ¶ 727.) 


 


CRITERION 2:  The Regional Entity has established rules that assure its independence of 
the users and owners and operators of the bulk power system, while assuring fair 
stakeholder representation in the selection of its directors.  Federal Power Act § 
215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 699, 700.) 


 


CRITERION 3:  If the Regional Entity has members, the Regional Entity has established 
rules that assure that its membership is open, that it charges no more than a nominal 
membership fee and agrees to waive the fee for good cause shown, and that membership is 
not a condition for participating in the development of or voting on proposed Regional 
Reliability Standards. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), 
Order No. 672 at ¶¶ 170-173.) 


 


CRITERION 4:  The Regional Entity has established rules that assure balance in its 
decision-making committees and subordinate organizational structures and assure no two 
industry sectors can control any action and no one industry sector can veto any action. 
(Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(A) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2), Order No. 672 at ¶ 728.) 


 
CRITERION 5:  The Regional Entity has established rules that provide reasonable notice 
and opportunity for public comment, due process, openness, and balance of interests in 
exercising its duties. (Federal Power Act § 215(c)(2)(D) and (e)(4), 18 C.F.R. § 39.8(c)(2).) 
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Exhibit C – Regional Standard Development Procedure 
 
Exhibit C shall set forth the Regional Entity’s standards development procedure, which 
NERC agrees meets the following common attributes: 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 1 
 
Proposed regional reliability standards shall be subject to approval by NERC, as the electric 
reliability organization, and by FERC before becoming mandatory and enforceable under 
Section 215 of the FPA [add reference to any applicable authorities in Canada and Mexico].  No 
regional reliability standard shall be effective within the SPP area unless filed by NERC with 
FERC [and applicable authorities in Canada and Mexico] and approved by FERC [and 
applicable authorities in Canada and Mexico]. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 2 
 
SPP regional reliability standards shall provide for as much uniformity as possible with 
reliability standards across the interconnected bulk power system of the North American 
continent.  An SPP reliability standard shall be more stringent than a continent-wide reliability 
standard, including a regional difference that addresses matters that the continent-wide 
reliability standard does not, or shall be a regional difference necessitated by a physical 
difference in the bulk power system.  A regional reliability standard that satisfies the statutory 
and regulatory criteria for approval of proposed North American reliability standards, and that is 
more stringent than a continent-wide reliability standard, would generally be acceptable. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 3 
 
SPP regional reliability standards, when approved by FERC, shall be made part of the body of 
NERC reliability standards and shall be enforced upon all applicable bulk power system 
owners, operators, and users within the SPP area, regardless of membership in the region. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 4 
 
Requester ⎯ The requester is the sponsor of the regional reliability standard request and may 
assist in the development of the standard.  Any member of SPP or group within SPP shall be 
allowed to request that a regional reliability standard be developed, modified, or withdrawn.  
Additionally, any entity (person, organization, company, government agency, individual, etc.) 
that is directly and materially affected by the reliability of the bulk power system in the SPP 
area shall be allowed to request a regional reliability standard be developed, modified, or 
withdrawn. 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 5 
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[Standards or other named] committee ⎯ The SPP [standards] committee manages the 
standards development process.  The [standards] committee will consider which requests for 
new or revised standards shall be assigned for development (or existing standards considered for 
deletion).  The [standards] committee will advise the SPP board on standards presented for 
adoption.   
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 6 
 
[Alternative 6B: For a Regional Entity that chooses to vote using a balanced ballot body of 
stakeholders.]  
 
Registered ballot body ⎯ The registered ballot body comprises all entities or individuals that 
qualify for one of the stakeholder segments; are registered with SPP as potential ballot 
participants in the voting on standards; and are current with any designated fees.  Each member 
of the registered ballot body is eligible to vote on standards.  [Each standard action has its own 
ballot pool formed of interested members of the registered ballot body.  Each ballot pool 
comprises those members of the registered ballot body that respond to a pre-ballot survey for 
that particular standard action indicating their desire to participate in such a ballot pool.]  The 
representation model of the registered ballot body is provided in Appendix A. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 7 
 
SPP will coordinate with NERC such that the acknowledgement of receipt of a standard request 
identified in step 1, notice of comment posting period identified in step 4, and notice for vote 
identified in step 5 below are concurrently posted on both the SPP and NERC websites.  
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 8 
 
An acceptable standard request shall contain a description of the proposed regional reliability 
standard subject matter containing sufficiently descriptive detail to clearly define the purpose, 
scope, impacted parties, and other relevant information of the proposed standard. 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 9 
 
Within [no greater than 60] days of receipt of a completed standard request, the [standards] 
committee shall determine the disposition of the standard request. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 10 
 
The [standards] committee may take one of the following actions: 
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• Accept the standard request as a candidate for development of a new standard, revision 
of an existing standard, or deletion of an existing standard.  The [standards] committee 
may, at its discretion, expand or narrow the scope of the standard request under 
consideration.  The [standards] committee shall prioritize the development of standard in 
relation to other proposed standards, as may be required based on the volume of requests 
and resources. 


• Reject the standard request.  If the [standards] committee rejects a standard request, a 
written explanation for rejection will be delivered to the requester within [no greater 
than 30] days of the decision. 


• Remand the standard request back to the requester for additional work.  The standards 
process manager will make reasonable efforts to assist the requester in addressing the 
deficiencies identified by the [standards] committee.  The requester may then resubmit 
the modified standard request using the process above.  The requester may choose to 
withdraw the standard request from further consideration prior to acceptance by the 
[standards] committee. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 11 
 
Any standard request that is accepted by the [standards] committee for development of a 
standard (or modification or deletion of an existing standard) shall be posted for public viewing 
on the SPP website within [no greater than 30] days of acceptance by the committee. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 12 
 
The standards process manager shall submit the proposed members of the drafting team to the 
[standards] committee.  The [standards] committee shall approve the drafting team membership 
within 60 days of accepting a standard request for development, modifying the 
recommendations of the standards process manager as the committee deems appropriate, and 
assign development of the proposed standard to the drafting team. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 13 
 
At the direction from the [standards] committee, the standards process manager shall facilitate 
the posting of the draft standard on the SPP website, along with a draft implementation plan and 
supporting documents, for a no less than a [30]-day comment period.  The standards process 
manager shall provide notice to SPP stakeholders and other potentially interested entities, both 
within and outside of the SPP area, of the posting using communication procedures then 
currently in effect or by other means as deemed appropriate. 
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COMMON ATTRIBUTE 14 
 
The drafting team shall prepare a summary of the comments received and the changes made to 
the proposed standard as a result of these comments.  The drafting team shall summarize 
comments that were rejected by the drafting team and the reason(s) that these comments were 
rejected, in part or whole.  The summary, along with a response to each comment received will 
be posted on the SPP website no later than the next posting of the proposed standard. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 15 
 
Upon recommendation of the drafting team, and if the [standards] committee concurs that all of 
the requirements for development of the standard have been met, the standards process manager 
shall post the proposed standard and implementation plan for ballot and shall announce the vote 
to approve the standard, including when the vote will be conducted and the method for voting.  
Once the notice for a vote has been issued, no substantive modifications may be made to the 
proposed standard unless the revisions are posted and a new notice of the vote is issued. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 16 
 
The standards process manager shall schedule a vote by the SPP [registered ballot 
body/[standards] committee].  The vote shall commence no sooner than [15] days and no later 
than [30] days following the issuance of the notice for the vote. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 17 
 
[Alternative 17B: For an RE that chooses to vote using a balanced ballot body of stakeholders.]  
 
The SPP registered ballot body shall be able to vote on the proposed standard during a period of 
[not less than 10] days. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 18 
 
 [Alternative 18B: For an RE that chooses to vote using a balanced ballot body of 
stakeholders.]  
 
All members of SPP are eligible to participate in voting on proposed new standards, standard 
revisions or standard deletions.  [Alternatively: Each standard action requires formation of a 
ballot pool of interested members of the registered ballot body.] 
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COMMON ATTRIBUTE 19 
 
 [Alternative 19B: For an RE that chooses to vote using a balanced ballot body of 
stakeholders.]  
 
Approval of the proposed regional reliability standard shall require a [two thirds] majority in the 
affirmative (affirmative votes divided by the sum of affirmative and negative votes).  
Abstentions and non-responses shall not count toward the results, except that abstentions may 
be used in the determination of a quorum.  A quorum shall mean [XX%] of the members of the 
[registered ballot body/ballot pool] submitted a ballot. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 20 
 
Under no circumstances may the board substantively modify the proposed regional reliability 
standard. 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 21 
 
Once a regional reliability standard is approved by the board, the standard will be submitted to 
NERC for approval and filing with FERC [and applicable authorities in Canada and Mexico.] 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 22 
 


• Open - Participation in the development of a regional reliability standard shall be open 
to all organizations that are directly and materially affected by the SPP bulk power 
system reliability.  There shall be no undue financial barriers to participation.  
Participation shall not be conditioned upon membership in SPP, and shall not be 
unreasonably restricted on the basis of technical qualifications or other such 
requirements.  Meetings of drafting teams shall be open to the SPP members and others. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 23 
 


• Balanced – The SPP standards development process strives to have an appropriate 
balance of interests and shall not be dominated by any two interest categories and no 
single interest category shall be able to defeat a matter. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 24 
 


• Inclusive — Any entity (person, organization, company, government agency, 
individual, etc.) with a direct and material interest in the bulk power system in the SPP 
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area shall have a right to participate by: a) expressing a position and its basis, b) having 
that position considered, and c) having the right to appeal. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 25 
 


• Fair due process — The regional reliability standards development procedure shall 
provide for reasonable notice and opportunity for public comment.  At a minimum, the 
procedure shall include public notice of the intent to develop a standard, a public 
comment period on the proposed standard, due consideration of those public comments, 
and a ballot of interested stakeholders. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 26 
 


• Transparent — All actions material to the development of regional reliability standards 
shall be transparent.  All standards development meetings shall be open and publicly 
noticed on the regional entity’s Web site. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 27 
 


• Does not unnecessarily delay development of the proposed reliability standard. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 28 
 
Each standard shall enable or support one or more of the reliability principles, thereby ensuring 
that each standard serves a purpose in support of the reliability of the regional bulk power 
system.  Each standard shall also be consistent with all of the reliability principles, thereby 
ensuring that no standard undermines reliability through an unintended consequence. 
 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 29 
 
While reliability standards are intended to promote reliability, they must at the same time 
accommodate competitive electricity markets.  Reliability is a necessity for electricity markets, 
and robust electricity markets can support reliability.  Recognizing that bulk power system 
reliability and electricity markets are inseparable and mutually interdependent, all regional 
reliability standards shall be consistent with NERC’s market interface principles.  Consideration 
of the market interface principles is intended to ensure that standards are written such that they 
achieve their reliability objective without causing undue restrictions or adverse impacts on 
competitive electricity markets. 
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COMMON ATTRIBUTE 30 
 
To ensure uniformity of regional reliability standards, a regional reliability standard shall 
consist of the elements identified in this section of the procedure.  These elements are intended 
to apply a systematic discipline in the development and revision of standards.  This discipline is 
necessary to achieving standards that are measurable, enforceable, and consistent.   


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 31 
 
All mandatory requirements of a regional reliability standard shall be within the standard.  
Supporting documents to aid in the implementation of a standard may be referenced by the 
standard but are not part of the standard itself.  
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 32 
 
Applicability Clear identification of the functional classes of entities 


responsible for complying with the standard, noting 
any specific additions or exceptions. 


If not applicable to the entire SPP area, then a clear 
identification of the portion of the bulk power system 
to which the standard applies.  Any limitation on the 
applicability of the standard based on electric facility 
requirements should be described. 


 
 
COMMON ATTRIBUTE 33 
 
Measure(s)  Each requirement shall be addressed by one or more 


measures.  Measures are used to assess performance 
and outcomes for the purpose of determining 
compliance with the requirements stated above.  Each 
measure will identify to whom the measure applies 
and the expected level of performance or outcomes 
required demonstrating compliance.  Each measure 
shall be tangible, practical, and as objective as is 
practical.  It is important to realize that measures are 
proxies to assess required performance or outcomes. 
Achieving the measure should be a necessary and 
sufficient indicator that the requirement was met. 
Each measure shall clearly refer to the requirement(s) 
to which it applies. 
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COMMON ATTRIBUTE 34 
 
Compliance 
Monitoring 
Process 


Defines for each measure: 


• The specific data or information that is required to 
measure performance or outcomes. 


• The entity that is responsible for providing the 
data or information for measuring performance or 
outcomes. 


• The process that will be used to evaluate data or 
information for the purpose of assessing 
performance or outcomes. 


• The entity that is responsible for evaluating data 
or information to assess performance or 
outcomes. 


• The time period in which performance or 
outcomes is measured, evaluated, and then reset. 


• Measurement data retention requirements and 
assignment of responsibility for data archiving. 
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EXHIBIT D – COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT 
PROGRAM 


 
1.0 REGIONAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT 


PROGRAM 


SPP will implement the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, Appendix 
4C to the NERC Rules of Procedure (which for purposes of this section 1.0 shall not include 
Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures), to monitor and enforce compliance with Reliability 
Standards by the owners, operators, and users within SPP’s geographic  or electrical 
boundaries, and such other scope, set forth on Exhibit A of this Agreement. 


2.0 REGIONAL HEARING OF COMPLIANCE MATTERS 
SPP shall establish and maintain a hearing body with authority to conduct and render decisions 
in compliance hearings in which a Registered Entity may contest a finding of alleged violation, 
proposed penalty or sanction, or a proposed mitigation plan, which shall be either SPP’s board 
or a balanced compliance panel reporting directly to SPP’s board.  SPP’s hearing body is the 
SPP Regional Entity Trustees.  


SPP shall conduct all compliance hearings in which a Registered Entity may contest a finding 
of alleged violation, proposed penalty or sanction, proposed Mitigation Plan, or a proposed 
Remedial Action Directive, in accordance with Attachment 2, Hearing Procedures, to the NERC 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program, subject to the following deviations, if any:  
None.   


3.0 OTHER DECISION-MAKING BODIES 


SPP has engaged the SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) to oversee the compliance 
monitoring and enforcement responsibility within the SPP Region as related to SPP’s 
compliance with Reliability Standards requirements that are applicable to the 
functions for which SPP is a Registered Entity. 







 


 


Exhibit E — Funding 
 


1. Scope of activities funded through the ERO funding mechanism 
 
SPP shall include in its annual budget submission to NERC amounts for costs it will incur in 
performing its delegated functions and related activities as described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 
of the Agreement. These activities shall include:  


• Reliability Standard Development  
• Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 
• Organization Registration and Certification 
• Reliability Assessment and Performance Analysis (including necessary data 


gathering activities) 
• Event Analysis and Reliability Improvement 
• Training and Education 
• Situation Awareness 
• Infrastructure Security 


 
2. Preparation of Annual Business Plan and Budget 


 
(a) NERC and SPP, in conjunction with the other Regional Entities, shall 


collaboratively develop an annual schedule for the development, submission, 
review and approval of SPP’s business plan and budget.  The annual schedule for 
the preparation of business plans and budgets shall require SPP (i) to submit to 
NERC draft(s) of SPP’s proposed business plan and budget and other 
preliminary documents and information, and (ii) to submit a final proposed 
business plan and budget that has been approved by SPP Board of Trustees to 
NERC by July 1 or such other agreed date as provides sufficient time for 
NERC’s review, approval and submission of SPP’s business plan and budget to 
the Commission 130 days in advance of the beginning of each fiscal year.  The 
SPP business plan and budget submission shall include supporting materials, 
including SPP’s complete business plan and organization chart, explaining the 
proposed collection of all assessments, dues, fees and charges, and the proposed 
expenditure of the funds to be collected in sufficient detail to justify the 
requested budgeted expenditures and assessments.  SPP’s business plan and 
budget and proposed assessments shall provide for reasonable reserve 
mechanisms for unforeseen and extraordinary expenses and other contingencies, 
consistent with generally accepted accounting principles. 


 
(b) NERC shall review and approve SPP’s proposed business plan and budget and 


proposed assessments for performing the delegated functions and related 
activities described in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this Agreement and listed above in  
Section 1 of this Exhibit E, or shall direct  SPP to make such revisions as NERC 
deems appropriate prior to approval.  NERC shall submit SPP’s approved 
business plan and budget and proposed assessments to the Commission for 







 


 


approval as part of NERC’s overall business plan and budget submission, in 
accordance with the ERO Regulations. 


 
3. Allocation of Costs 
 


Assessments to fund the costs of SPP’s delegated functions and related activities 
pursuant to the Agreement shall be allocated among all load-serving entities on the basis 
of Net Energy for Load, unless a different method(s) of allocating and calculating such 
assessments has been submitted to and approved by NERC and the Commission in 
accordance with Section 9(b) of the Agreement.  SPP shall submit to NERC annually at 
the same time it submits its budget request a list of the load-serving entities or designees 
within its geographic boundaries that shall be responsible for paying SPP’s assessment 
and the load-serving entities’ proportionate Net Energy for Load, and such other data 
and information as is necessary to allocate and calculate the allocation of  SPP’s 
assessment to the load-serving entities or designees under the method(s) of allocation 
and calculation that will be used. 


 
4. Collection of Funding 
 


(a) NERC shall submit invoices to the load-serving entities or designees identified by 
SPP covering the NERC and SPP assessments approved for collection. 


 
(b) NERC shall pursue any non-payments of assessment amounts and shall request 


assistance from ERO Governmental Authorities as necessary to secure collection.  
To the extent reasonably practicable, SPP shall assist NERC in pursuing and 
collecting any non-payments.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, SPP is not 
responsible and does not assume any liability for recovering non-payments or 
underpayments of assessment amounts.  NERC shall retain sole responsibility for 
recovering non-payments or underpayments of assessment amounts.  NERC shall 
add the amount of any non-payments by end-users or designees within SPP’s 
region, that are reasonably determined to be uncollectible, to NERC’s assessments 
for a subsequent year with the amount of such non-payments to be allocated to 
end-users within SPP’s region.   


(c) Upon approval by ERO Governmental Authorities of SPP’s annual assessment to 
fund the costs of its delegated functions and related activities, NERC shall pay 
SPP’s annual assessment to Regional Entity in four equal quarterly payments on 
January 15, April 15, July 15 and October 15 of the budget year. 


5. Application of Penalties 
 


Except as otherwise approved by the Commission, all penalty monies received by SPP, 
other than penalty monies received from an operational function or division or affiliated 
entity of SPP, shall be applied as a general offset to SPP’s budget requirements for U.S.-
related activities under this Agreement for the subsequent fiscal year.  Funds from 
financial penalties shall not be directly applied to any program maintained by the 







 


 


investigating entity.  Except as otherwise approved by the Commission, any penalty 
monies received from an operational function or division or affiliated entity of SPP shall 
be transmitted to or retained by NERC and shall be used by NERC as a general offset to 
NERC’s budget for its activities as the ERO under the Act for the following year.   


6. Budget and Funding for SPP’s Non-Statutory Activities 


In addition to its delegated functions and related activities as specified in Sections 5, 6 
and 7 of the Agreement and in Section 1 of this Exhibit E (such delegated functions and 
activities referred to in this Section 6 as “statutory activities”), SPP performs the 
following other functions and activities (such other functions and activities being 
referred to in this Section 6 as "non-statutory activities"):  


SPP’s performs non-statutory activities as a Regional Transmission Organization 
(“RTO”).  As a RTO, SPP is mandated by the Commission to ensure reliable supplies of 
power,adequate transmission infrastructure, and competitive wholesale prices of 
electricity. In furtherance of this mandate, SPP’s specific non-statutory activities are the 
following primary services: 


 
1. Tariff Administration: Independent administration of the Open Access Transmission 


Tariff that provides one-stop shopping for regional transmission service with 
consistent rates and terms. 


 
2. Reliability Coordination: SPP monitors power flow throughout our footprint. We 


anticipate problems and take preemptive action to mitigate operating limit violations. 
SPP coordinates regional response in emergency situations or blackouts. 


 
3. Regional Scheduling: SPP ensures that the amount of power sent is coordinated and 


matched with power received. SPP's regional scheduling service reduces the number 
of entities with which SPP members and customers have to coordinate. 


 
4. Market Operations: SPP administers an Energy Imbalance Marketplace, monitors 


resource/load balance and ensures that less expensive power is used to serve load 
before expensive power, all while ensuring system reliability is met. 


 
5. Expansion Planning: SPP's planning process seeks to identify system limitations and 


develop transmission upgrades for increased capacity. 
 
6. Contract Services: SPP provides reliability, tariff administration, and scheduling for 


non-members on a contract basis. 
 
SPP shall employ the following methods and procedures to (i) keep its funding mechanisms 
for its statutory activities separate from its funding mechanisms for its non-statutory 
activities, and (ii) record the costs it incurs in the performance of its non-statutory functions 
separately from the costs it incurs in the performance of its statutory functions:  
 







 


 


(i) Separation of funding sources for statutory activities and non-statutory activities.  As a 
RTO, SPP is a public utility under the Federal Power Act, and is required to submit its 
budget to the Commission. The Commission already has approved SPP’s RTO activities and 
has ordered that SPP’s budgets be filed with the Commission.  
 
SPP’s non-statutory activities are funded separately from its Regional Entity statutory 
activities through the imposition of a Commission-approved Tariff Administration Fee 
charged by SPP to all load under the SPP Open Access Tariff, except for Contract Services 
activities, which are funded by contract fees. Additionally, SPP’s members are assessed an 
annual membership fee.  
 
SPP shall provide its budget for such non-statutory activities to NERC at the same time that 
SPP submits its annual budget to FERC. SPP agrees that no costs of non-statutory activities 
are to be included in the calculation of SPP's dues, fees, and other charges for its statutory 
activities.  
 
As provided in section 4(c) of this Exhibit E, on a quarterly basis, NERC will pay SPP an 
amount equal to one-fourth of the current year approved annual funding amount for SPP’s 
statutory activities. Upon receipt of payment from NERC, SPP will deposit these funds into 
an account established solely to receive and hold funding received from NERC pursuant to 
SPP’s performance of statutory activities under the Delegation Agreement. On a monthly 
basis, all expenses incurred by SPP for statutory activities and for non-statutory activities 
are recorded and paid from the SPP operating account. Throughout the year, as expenses 
incurred for SPP statutory activities are paid from the SPP operating account, transfers are 
made from the account established solely to receive and hold funding received from NERC 
to the SPP operating account in the amounts of payments made for expenses incurred for 
SPP statutory activities.   The RE General Manager shall have sole authority to approve all 
withdrawal of funds from the SPP Regional Entity bank account. 
 
(ii) Separation of costs of statutory activities and non-statutory activities. All employees 
performing functions directly attributed to SPP’s delegated responsibilities who also 
perform functions related to SPP’s non-statutory activities will utilize a time tracking system 
to accurately reflect their time spent on statutory activities. Periodically, but no less 
frequently than annually, SPP will input the time associated with its direct function staff 
performing statutory activities into a cost calculation model. Specific, direct costs 
attributable to the direct function staff performing statutory activities are salary, SPP-paid 
medical insurance, Medicare and Social Security taxes, and other SPP-paid benefits. These 
costs are then combined with other directly assignable costs of statutory activities, such as 
travel, meetings, contractors, professional services, fees and expenses of Regional Entity 
independent trustees, and other direct administrative expenses, and reported on the NERC 
Statement of Activities. 
 
In addition, an allocation of SPP overhead costs to statutory activities is calculated and the 
allocated overhead costs are recorded on the NERC Statement of Activities. These overhead 
costs are shared throughout the SPP organization and include costs for payroll and accounts 
payable processing, human resources and benefits management, accounting, information 







 


 


technology, executive leadership, corporate affairs and communications, office costs and 
other support services and expenditures. This allocation is calculated using a standard hourly 
rate multiplied by the number of SPP staff hours spent directly performing SPP’s statutory 
activities. The hourly rate for allocated overhead costs is developed using SPP’s current year 
expenses, by separating SPP’s shared services support costs which support all of SPP’s 
functions (i.e., the costs for the activities identified in the second sentence of this 
paragraph) from SPP’s operational resource pool. The total indirect costs are then divided 
by estimated total annual available work hours for SPP’s operational resource pool. The 
average annual employee utilization rate assumes each employee works an eighthour work 
day with adjustments to reflect SPP’s employment policies related to vacation allotment, 
SPP holidays and other non-productive leave. The total expenses for statutory activities in a 
month as recorded on the NERC Statement of Activities are used to determine the amount of 
transfer to be made to the SPP operating account to reimburse the SPP operating account for 
the payment of expenses of SPP’s statutory activities. The RE General Manager shall have 
sole authority to approve all withdrawal of funds from the SPP Regional Entity bank 
account. 
 
SPP shall provide its budget for such non-statutory activities to NERC at the same time that 
SPP submits its proposed annual business plan and budget for statutory activities to NERC 
pursuant to Section 9 of the Agreement SPP’s budget for non-statutory activities that is 
provided to NERC shall contain a detailed list of SPP’s non-statutory activities and a 
description of the funding sources for the non-statutory activities.  SPP agrees that no costs 
(which shall include a reasonable allocation of SPP’s general and administrative costs) of 
non-statutory activities are to be included in the calculation of SPP’s assessments, dues, 
fees, and other charges for its statutory activities. 


 
7. Amended or Supplemental Business Plans and Budgets 


During the course of the fiscal year, if SPP determines it does not or will not have 
sufficient funds to carry out its delegated functions and related activities, SPP shall 
submit to NERC one or more proposed amended or supplemental business plans and 
budgets and requests for approval of supplemental assessments, reflecting costs, cost 
increases or funding shortfalls not provided for in SPP’s approved business plan and 
budget for the fiscal year.  NERC shall review and approve the proposed amended or 
supplemental business plan and budget and proposed supplemental assessment, or shall 
direct  SPP to make such revisions as NERC deems appropriate prior to approval.  
NERC shall submit SPP’s approved amended or supplemental business plan and budget 
and proposed supplemental  assessment to the Commission for approval. 


 
 
8. NERC Review of Regional Entity Financial Statements Records 
 


Upon a request made to SPP with reasonable notice, NERC shall have access to and may 
review all financial records of SPP Regional Entity, including records used to prepare 
SPP Regional Entity’s financial statements. NERC shall conduct reviews of the 
quarterly and annual financial statements submitted by SPP pursuant to Section 9(h) and 







 


 


(i) of the Agreement.  SPP shall provide supporting documentation for the quarterly and 
annual financial statements as reasonably requested by NERC based on its reviews.  
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Enforceable Violations Reported as of    
December 31, 2010


• Post June 18, 2007


• 448 total [Increase of  31 since September 30, 
2010]


1. 128 – Self Report [+21]


2. 218 – Compliance Audit/Spot Check [+7]


3. 100 – Self Certification [+3]


4. 2 – Periodic Data Submittal [+0]


5. 0 – Investigation [+0]
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Violation Statistics


• Violations have been assessed against 43 
registered entities [out of 128 registered 
entities]


• Next slide represents ~ 85% of reported 
violations over the rolling 12 month time 
period
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MOST VIOLATED STANDARDS
[BASED ON ROLLING 12 MONTHS THRU DECEMBER 31, 2010]
[REPRESENTS ~ 85% of REPORTED VIOLATIONS FOR PERIOD]


Standard Description             #      NERC Top 20* Risk Factor


CIP-007*     Systems Security Management                           40 [-1]            1              Medium/Lower


CIP-004 *     Personnel & Training                                           25 [-3]              2                       Lower


CIP-003*     Security Management Controls                           23 [-2]              6              Lower/Medium


PRC-005 *   Protection System Maintenance 20 [+0] 3 High


FAC-001*    Facilities Connection Requirements                   16 [+0]                13                    Medium


CIP-009*     Recovery Plans for Critical Assets 15 [-2]                  10              Medium/Lower


CIP-002*     Critical Cyber Asset Identification                       15 [+1]             7                 High/Lower


CIP-005 *    Electronic Security Perimeters                            14  [+0]         5             Medium/Lower


TOP-002 *   Normal Operations Planning                               14  [+0]                 14                   Medium


CIP-006*    Physical Security of Critical Assets                       7  [-1]            4               Medium/Lower


CIP-008 *    Incident Reporting/response Planning                 7  [-1]                  17               Higher/Medium


FAC-009*   Establish and Communicate Facility Ratings       7  [+0]                 16 Medium
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SPP RE Performance Metrics
[as of December 31, 2010]


• Audit Reports


• 26 [+3 since September 30, 2010] Reports issued in 
2010


1. Average time to publication - 66 [-3] days


2. 2010 Performance Metric  - 90 days


• Spot Check Reports


• 37 [+2 since September 30, 2010] issued in 2010


1. Average time to publication overall – 109 [-1] days


2. Average time to publication w/o BAL-003 – 89 [-1] days


3. 2010 Performance metric - 90 days
5
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Upcoming 2011 Activities  


• On-Site Activities [First half of 2011]


• 693 Audits [See http://www.nerc.com/elibrary.php]


1. OG&E 


2. Mid-American Energy [with MRO]


3. SPA


4. P.S. Company of New Mexico[with WECC]


• CIP Audits


1. AEP


2. KCP&L  & KCPL-GMO
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Upcoming 2011 Activities [cont.]
Critical Infrastructure Protection Related


• Technical Feasibility Exception [TFE] Reviews


• 207 [+2] TFE Accepted by SPP RE [Step 1]


• Step 2 – Analysis of Accepted TFE Requests


• As of 12-31-10


• 120 TFE Approved 


• 53 Not Approved [Entity has one more chance to cure  
defect]


• 34 Under Review


Field Visits Scheduled for remaining entities


• Expected to provide disposition on all 207 by the established 1 
year deadline [generally 1-31-2011]


• Travel disruption during week of January 9th may impact 
final report for one entity
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Upcoming 2011 Activities [cont.]
Off-Site Activities [first half of 2011]


• 693 Audits [See http://www.nerc.com/elibrary.php]


• AES Shady Point


• Cap Rock Energy & Sharyland Utilities


• Central Valley Electric Cooperative


• City of Gardner


• City of Malden


• City of Ottawa


• CIP Audits
• AES Shady Point


• Sharyland Utilities


• Central Valley Electric Cooperative


• City of Gardner
8
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Upcoming 2011 Activities
Mandatory Spot Checks


• Mandatory Spot Check for 2011


• BAL-003 [R1,R2,R4,R5,R6]


1. Expected Notification in mid to late February 2011


2. Data due in March 2011
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Upcoming 2011 Activities [cont.]
• Workshops


• Spring 2011 Compliance Workshop


1. March 28-29 Tulsa, Oklahoma


• CIP Workshop


1. May 11-12  Dallas, Texas


• Fall 2011 Compliance Workshop


• October 4-5  Little Rock, Arkansas


• Webinars


• TBD
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STANDARDS REMINDER
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MOD-001-1;MOD-004-1;MOD-008-1;          
MOD-028,29,30


• Effective Date for MOD standards is April 1, 
2011


• Most Requirements are applicable to 
Transmission Service Provider [TSP]


• Some Requirements are applicable to 
TOP,LSE,RP,BA,TP


• See [SPP RE Webinar Page]: 
http://www.spp.org/publications/2011%20CME
P%20Implementation%20Plan%20Webinar.pdf
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Other Issues
Event Analysis Activities


• Field Trial for Event Analysis Procedure is 
drawing to an end [ending in 1Q 2011]


• SPP RE has had only one reportable event 
during field trial [Acadiana Load Pocket Load 
Shedding]


• Expectations are that categories will be 
adjusted based on field trials


• Clearer expectations for registered entities 
concerning internal assessments and 
reporting
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Other Issues [cont.]
NERC Alerts


• NERC Alerts Currently Outstanding [Data as of 1-17-11]


• Malware Targeting SCADA   Due 10-15-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 120 of 120


• BA Frequency Response Due  10-29-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 16 of 16


• Generator Governor Settings Due   12-9-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 56 of 56


• Aurora Mitigation Due 12-13-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 89 of 90


• Actual Field Conditions in Determination


of Facility Ratings Due   1-18-11*


SPP RE Response Rate: 28 of 69


* Revised Date [ was 12-15-10]
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 NERC Operating Committee December 7-9, 2010 
  
 Report to SPP RE Trustee Meeting 
 
 January 24, 2011 
 
Meeting Highlights 


1. Approved Version 2 of the Time Monitor Reference Document 
2. Approved the Severe Impact Resilience Task Force scope 
3. Approved the Cyber Attack Task Force scope 
4. Directed the Resource Subcmte to develop a field trial to eliminate manual 


time error correction.  The field trial could include an option to phase in the 
elimination.  (BAL-004) 


5. Requested comments on the proposed definition of Bulk Electric System 
concept document by December 30, 2010 


6. Requested comments on two Integration of Variable Generation Task 
Force reports by January 30, 2011 


7. Approved the revised scope of the Reliability Metrics Working Group and 
reliability metric ALR6-16 (Transmission System Unavailability) 


8. Requested comments on the Reliability Metrics WG draft Integrated Risk 
Assessment Approach – Refinement to Severity Risk Index by January 8, 
2011 


 
Additional Agenda Item Information 


• Event Analysis Working Group – Phase One field trial began on 
October 25, 2010 and has produced 17 events being analyzed, 
ends on January 31, 2011.  Focus is on Lessons Learned and 
posting.  The WG will continue to solicit further industry comment 
on the ERO Event Analysis Process Document before beginning a 
Phase Two field trial.  The Process Document recently revised to 
include a section on how Lessons Learned become NERC Alert 
postings.  The OC invites entities to bring examples of Event 
Analysis to future meetings. 


• Gerry Cauley addressed the OC and explained the BOT has a high 
regard for its Technical Committees and is encouraged by the close 
relationship with them to establish and achieve NERC’s goals.  Ms. 
Janice Case, NERC BOT, agreed with Mr Cauley and together they 
challenged the OC to develop a list of priority issues to BOT.  Mr 
Cauley also stated that in 2011 NERC would continue to focus on 
drafting clear and concise reliability standards that are performance 
based. 


• Item 5 – Definition of Bulk Electric System – definition will be 
revised using the standards process.  SAR will be drafted and sent 
to Standards Committee.  (A SAR has been posted for comment 
due by January 21, 2011.  An exemption process to the definition 
will also be developed.   


 








SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES


2010 DECEMBER YTD (UNAUDITED)


(In Whole Dollars)


2010 
DECEMBER 


YTD ACTUAL


2010 
DECEMBER 


YTD BUDGET VARIANCE
Funding


ERO Funding 6,755,854            6,755,854         -                 
Testing Fees
Workshops
Interest
Miscellaneous


Total Funding 6,755,854            6,755,854         -                 


Expenses
Personnel Expenses


Salaries 2,393,760            2,861,623         (467,863)        
Payroll Taxes 144,484               194,700            (50,216)          
Benefits 152,913               243,975            (91,062)          
Retirement Costs 96,360                 112,725            (16,365)          


Total Personnel Expenses 2,787,517            3,413,023         (625,506)        


(PRELIMINARY)


p ( )


Meeting Expenses
Meetings 37,668                 25,000              12,668           
Travel 278,826               318,000            (39,174)          
Conference Calls -                       -                   -                 


Total Meeting Expenses 316,494               343,000            (26,506)          


Operating Expenses
Contracts & Consultants 611,180               1,175,000         (563,820)        
Office Rent -                       -                   -                 
Office Costs 18                        -                   18                  
Administrative Costs 7,034                   -                   7,034             
Professional Services 153,591               290,000            (136,409)        
Computer Purchase & Maint. 230                      -                   230                


ServDepreciation -                       -                   -                 
FurnMiscellaneous/ Contingency -                       -                   -                 
Total Operating Expenses 772,054               1,465,000         (692,946)        


Total Direct Costs 3,876,065            5,221,023         (1,344,958)     


Total Indirect Costs 2,789,448            2,917,760         (128,312)        


Total Costs 6,665,513          8,138,783       (1,473,270)     








 
 


Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 


REGIONAL ENTITY TRUSTEE MEETING 
 


January 5, 2011 
Conference Call 


 
•  M I N U T E S  •  


 
SPP RE Trustee Chairman, John Meyer, called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m. The following 
Trustees were also in attendance:  Gerry Burrows, Dave Christiano.  Others in attendance were:  
Stacy Dochoda (SPP RE General Manager); Alice Wright (SPP RE); Joshua Martin (Southwest 
Power Pool Board of Directors) Jennifer Flandermeyer (Kansas City Power & Light); Chris 
Lang (Golden Spread Electric Cooperative); Bryan Kauffman (Southwestern Public Service Co. 
(Xcel Energy)); Jon Bartunek (Southwestern Public Service Co. (Xcel Energy)); Mark 
MacDonald (Cleco Corporation); and John Allen (City Utilities of Springfield, MO). 


Agenda Item 1 – Antitrust Guidelines 
Alice Wright presented the Antitrust Guidelines for participants to review.  


Agenda Item 2 –SPP RE Delegation Agreement-Revisions related to SERC CMEP 
Agreement  
Stacy Dochoda presented the proposed revisions to the SPP RE Delegation Agreement necessary 
to comply with the December 1, 2010 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) order, 
which granted the rehearing request regarding the treatment of penalty monies collected pursuant 
to the contract between SERC Reliability Corporation and SPP RE for compliance monitoring 
and enforcement of SPP, Inc. registered functions.   
 
Gerry Burrows moved to approve the revised SPP RE Delegation Agreement and Dave 
Christiano seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.  (Attachment 1) 
 


Agenda Item 3 – SPP RE NERC Compliance & Certification Committee Representative 
Stacy Dochoda presented the  nominee, Jennifer Flandermeyer the Senior Manager of Operations 
Compliance Programs of Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL), for the SPP RE representative to 
the NERC Compliance & Certification Committee (CCC).  Following Ms. Dochoda’s 
presentation, Gerry Burrows noted that the SPP RE’s representatives on two other NERC 
committees are also employed by KCPL.  John Meyer, in recognizing Mr. Burrows’ comments, 
reiterated that the SPP RE’s representatives on the NERC committees are to represent the interest 
of SPP RE.   







RE Trustee Minutes 
January 5, 2011 
Page 2 
 
 
Dave Christiano moved to appoint Jennifer Flandermeyer as the SPP RE NERC CCC 
representative and Gerry Burrows seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.  (Attachment 2) 
 
Agenda Item 14 – Future Meetings 
Alice Wright reviewed the dates for the upcoming meetings, highlighting the next Meeting on 
January 24 in New Orleans, Louisiana.   


 
 


With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:20 p.m.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Alice D. Wright 
RE Trustee Secretary 
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NERC CIPC UpdateNERC CIPC Update
SPP RE Trustees Meeting


January 24, 2011
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Overview
• CIPC Activities


CIP S d d U d• CIP Standards Update
• Summary of NERC’s Aurora Survey
• Potential Federal Legislation
• SmartGrid StandardsSmartGrid Standards







CIPC Activities
• Work continues on revision of security 


guidelines developed by CIPC post 9/11guidelines developed by CIPC post 9/11
• Four task forces are actively engaged in 


thi kthis work
• The existing guidelines are on the 


ESISAC.com website







Cyber Attack TFy
• NERC is currently soliciting members for 


the Cyber Attack TFthe Cyber Attack TF
– A task force of the CIPC CSSWG 


• The CATF will consider the impact of a 
coordinated cyber attack on the reliable 
operation of the bulk power system, and 
identify opportunities to enhance existing 
protection, resilience, and recovery 
capabilities


• A spin-off from the HILF effort







CIP-002-4
• Passed by Industry at start of year


I l d “b i h li ” i i di d b• Includes “bright line” criteria directed by 
FERC


• Will eliminate individual entities’ risk-based 
assessments


• Awaiting approval by NERC Board of 
Trustees


• Will be filed with FERC thereafter, possibly 
by the end of Januaryby the end of January







“Bright Line” Criteriag
• Generation stations >= 1500 MW
• Reactive resources >= 1000 


MVAR


• Transmission Facilities 
interconnecting critical generation
T i i F iliti ti lMVAR


• Generation necessary to avoid 
adverse long-term impacts


• Designated blackstart resources


• Transmission Facilities essential 
to Nuclear Plant Interface 
Requirements


• Special Protection Systems• Designated blackstart resources
• Facilities in the cranking path of a 


blackstart resource
• Transmission Facilities >= 500 kV


Special Protection Systems 
(SPS), Remedial Action Schemes 
(RAS) or automated switching 
systems that could cause IROL 
i l tiTransmission Facilities >  500 kV


• Transmission Facilities >= 300 kV 
with >= 3 interconnections


• Transmission facilities critical to 


violations
• Systems or Facilities that perform 


automatic load shedding of >=300 
MW implementing UVLS or UFLS


the derivation of IROLs
• FACTS critical to derivation of 


IROLs


MW implementing UVLS or UFLS
• Control centers (primary or 


backup) 







CIP-003-4 through CIP-009-4g
• While CIP-003 through CIP-009 received 


new version numbers no substantivenew version numbers, no substantive 
changes were made to these standards
All till l t th C iti l C b A t• All still apply to the Critical Cyber Assets 
supporting the Critical Assets identified by 
CIP 002 4CIP-002-4







CIP SDT
• Standards Drafting team met last week in 


Columbus Ohio to develop goals andColumbus, Ohio to develop goals and 
objectives for CIP-010 and CIP-011


W ld l CIP 002 th h CIP 009– Would replace CIP-002 through CIP-009
• Will be incorporating results-based 


standards (RBS) methods in the next 
version


• Team has been tasked to complete this 
effort by end of 2011


• Working to post draft by end of June







Aurora Surveyy
• NERC released to FERC the results of the 


Aurora survey done in conjunction with theAurora survey done in conjunction with the 
most recent Aurora alert
R t ll iti t ti th t• Report was generally positive, stating that 
the industry was taking steps to mitigate 
th l bilitthe vulnerability
– Explained away most of the “No” answers


• Referenced “Sufficiency Reviews” to 
ensure mitigation
– What that means is yet to be determined







Federal Legislationg
• Grid-related security bills continue to 


circulate in both Houses of Congresscirculate in both Houses of Congress
• Senator Reid announced plans to 


i t d bill b d th Li bintroduce a bill based on the Lieberman-
Rockefeller bill which circulated last year


• Addresses all critical infrastructure sectors
• Would give DHS primary oversight over g p y g


cybersecurity in critical infrastructures
– Includes authority to issue civil penaltiesIncludes authority to issue civil penalties







Federal Legislation (cont)g ( )
• Senator Murkowski, Ranking Member on 


the Senate Energy and Natural Resourcesthe Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, intends to revisit grid security 
in this Congressin this Congress


• Has stated that last year’s GRID Act, 
d b th H ill t b dpassed by the House, will not be used as 


a starting point
• Has scheduled committee hearngs and 


will draft new language







GRID Act
• Passed by the House in 2010


Th GRID A ld h i FERC• The GRID Act would have given FERC 
more authority in setting and enforcing 
t d dstandards


• Would have moved farther into distribution
• Also required mitigation of GMD/EMP 


effects







SmartGrid Standards
• GAO recently released its report on the 


NIST SmartGrid standardsNIST SmartGrid standards
• GAO was critical of the standards


– Do not address coordinated cyber/physical 
attack


– Standards are voluntary; FERC lacks 
enforcement authority


• GAO recommends that FERC work with 
state regulators to develop means to 
enforce







Questions?








NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee (CIPC) 
Report to Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity Trustees 
Submitted by Robert McClanahan, Chair, SPP Critical Infrastructure Protection WG 
January 13, 2011 


 The NERC CIPC held its quarterly meeting in Tampa, FL on December 8‐9, 2010. The agenda for this 
meeting can be found at http://www.nerc.com/docs/cip/CIPC_Agenda_8Dec10‐final.pdf.  


o CIPC Members with clearances attended a classified briefing hosted by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Energy (DOE) prior to the start of the CIPC 
meeting. There have been issues in the past with the quality and timeliness of the information 
provided in these briefings. Efforts have been made over the past several years to improve these 
briefings and include more actionable content. The quality of this briefing indicates that efforts 
are, indeed, being made by DHS and DOE to provide  


o CIPC held elections to fill vacancies on the Executive Committee. Chuck Abell of Ameren was 
elected to the open Vice‐Chair position. Marc Child of Great River Energy was elected to fill the 
vacancy on the Executive Committee created by Chuck’s move to Vice Chair. 


o CIPC continues work to revisit and update its Security Guidelines for the industry. These 
guidelines are not guidelines in support of standards, but are intended to provide general 
guidance and best practices on security‐related matters.  


 The schedule for CIPC meetings for 2011 follows: 


o March 9‐10, 2011 in Phoenix, AZ 


o June 8‐9, 2011 


o September 14‐15, 2011 


o December 14‐15, 2011 


 The industry has approved the most recent version of CIP‐002 (‐4), which includes “bright line” 
criteria for identification of Critical Assets. These bright line criteria can be summarized as follows: 


o Generation stations with aggregate rating of 1500 MW or greater 


o Reactive resources with aggregate rating of 1000 MVAR or greater 


o Generation facilities designated by the Planning Coordinator or Transmission Planner as 
necessary to avoid adverse reliability impacts in the long‐term planning horizon 


o Blackstart resources identified the Transmission Operator’s restoration plan 


o Facilities in the cranking path of a blackstart resources, up to the point where the path separates 
into two or more routes 


o Transmission facilities operated at 500 kV or greater 


o Transmission facilities operated at 300 kV or greater at stations or substations which are 
interconnected at 300 kV or greater with three or more other stations or substations 


o Transmission facilities at a single locations that are identified as critical to the derivation of 
IROLs 
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o Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) at a single location that are identified as critical to the 
derivation of IROLs 


o Transmission Facilities providing the generation interconnection required to connect generator 
identified as critical in the preceding criteria 


o Transmission Facilities identified as essential to meeting Nuclear Plant Interface Requirements 


o Special Protection Systems (SPS), Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) or automated switching 
systems that operates BES Elements that, if destroyed, degraded, misused or otherwise 
rendered unavailable, would cause one or more Interconnection Reliability Operating Limits 
(IROLs) violations 


o Systems or Facilities that perform automatic load shedding of 300 MW or more implementing 
Under Voltage Load Shedding (UVLS) or Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) as required by 
the regional load shedding program 


o Control centers (primary or backup) which: 


• Perform the functional obligations of the Reliability Coordinator 


• Control generation at multiple plant locations, for any generation Facility or group of 
generation Facilities identified in in preceding criteria 


• Control generation equal to or exceeding 1500 MW in a single Interconnection 


• Perform the functional obligations of the Transmission Operator that includes control of at 
least one asset identified in preceding criteria 


• Perform the functional obligations of the Balancing Authority that includes at least one asset 
identified in preceding criteria 


 The NERC Board of Trustees will decide on approving Standards CIP‐002‐4 through CIP‐009‐4 at their 
January meeting, and NERC expects to file with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) by 
the end of January. There have been no indications as to when FERC approval would be seen, but 
the SDT estimates that September 30th might be the absolute earliest FERC would approve the 
Standards, which would make the earliest effective date October 1, 2013. 


 The CSO706 SDT continues work on addressing the remaining 50+ FERC directives in Order 706. The 
team has begun responding to comments from the CIP‐010 and CIP‐011 informal posting in May of 
last year. The Standards Committee and NERC leadership have indicated they would like to see the 
project complete by the end of this year. To accomplish this, the project schedule has the first 
posting for comment in June. There are several timing issues to work out with implementation plans 
of rapidly successive versions, and there will be multiple opportunities for industry feedback and 
education along the process. Philip Huff of Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation is Vice Chair of 
the SDT. Joe Doetzel of KCP&L is also a member of the group. Bryn Wilson of OG&E is a frequent 
observer. 


 The industry submitted responses to NERC’s survey on the Aurora vulnerability on December 13th. 
There has been no further information released on the subject, but expect that further action will be 
required of the industry. 


 There are numerous bills circulating on Capitol Hill that could impact critical infrastructure 
protection the electric industry. Grid security has bipartisan support in both houses of Congress, 
which could lead to legislation this year. 
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2011 Performance Goals 
 


 
1.  Post Non-Public Audit Report for 2011 Audits to NERC 
 
Number of Days to 
Post Audit Report 


115 80 70 


Achievement % 50% 100% 120% 


 
Weight: 25% 
 
2.  Issue Spot Check Reports 
 
Number of Days to 
Issue Spot Check 


100 90 75 


Achievement % 50% 100% 120% 
 
Weight: 20% 
 
 
 
3. NOCV/Settlement/Omnibus/Dismissals   


 
Send 130 of the oldest violations to NERC.   


 
Violations1 to NERC ∑ i * W (i =1to 80) ∑ i * W (i =1 to 130) ∑ i * W (i=1 to 160) 
Achievement % 50% 100% 150% 
 
Weight:  25% 
 
W is a weighted value assigned the individual violations on the basis of their age at the end of 
2010.  By assigning the older violations a higher value, greater emphasis can be given to the 
older violations, in effect providing incentive to complete the older violations first.   
 
Violation Weighting  >300 Days    5 
    201 - 300 Days   4 
    101 – 200 Days   3 
    50 – 100 Days    2 
    <50 Days & All 2011 Violations  1  
 


                                                 
1 Violations are weighted, giving the oldest violations on 12/31/10 the greatest weight.  The goals on this metric are 
set assuming the new NERC administrative citation process is implemented successfully.   







 
4. Violation Completion2 


 
Complete 130 uncontested violations in 2011.  A violation is complete when either: 


 
(a) the NOCV is approved by the BOTCC, or 
(b) the Settlement agreement is approved by the BOTCC, or 
(c) the Deficiency filing is approved by the BOTCC, or 
(d) the dismissal is posted in the NERC workbook or if applicable has been approved by 


NERC. 
 


BOTCC Approved 
Violations 


80 130 160 


Achievement % 50% 100% 150% 
 
Objective weight: 12% 
 
 
5. Mitigation Plan Completion Review 


 
The Enforcement staff goal is to complete the review of a Registered Entity’s completion of 
a mitigation plan in less than 30 days.3     


 
Average time to 
Completion - Days 


40 30 20 


Achievement % 50% 100% 150% 
  
Objective weight: 12% 
 
6.  Preliminary Notice 
 
Notify NERC of violation within 5 business days of discovery of violation by SPP RE. 


 
 
Average time to 
notify NERC 


15 5 1 


Achievement % 50% 100% 150% 
 
Objective weight: 6% 
 
 


                                                 
2 The goals on this metric are set assuming the new NERC administrative citation process is implemented 
successfully.   
3 Measurement of the goal is based on the average time to complete a mitigation plan completion review for all 
mitigation plan certifications received in 2011.   
 








2010 Supplemental  SPP Regional Entity Survey


General Information


My organization is: Response
Percent


Response
Total


Investor-owned ███████████████████████████████ 38.71% 12


Municipal ████████████████████████████ 35.48% 11


Cooperative ███████ 9.68% 3


Governmental agency █████ 6.45% 2


Other ███████ 9.68% 3


Privately owned


Power Marketer


Privately held


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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My organization is registered with the SPP RE as a (select all that apply): Response
Percent


Response
Total


Reliability Coordinator
(RC)


██ 3.23% 1


Balancing Authority (BA) ███████████████████████ 29.03% 9


Transmission Operator
(TOP)


██████████████████████████ 32.26% 10


Transmission Owners (TO) ████████████████████████████████████ 45.16% 14


Generator Operators
(GOP)


███████████████████████████████████████ 48.39% 15


Generator Owners (GO) ███████████████████████████████████████ 48.39% 15


Transmission Service
Providers (TSP)


█████ 6.45% 2


Planning Authorities (PA) 0% 0


Transmission Planners
(TP)


███████████████████████ 29.03% 9


Resource Planners (RP) ████████████████████ 25.81% 8


Load-Serving Entities
(LSE)


████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.84% 17


Purchasing-Selling Entities
(PSE)


███████████████████████████████████████████████ 58.07% 18


Distribution Providers (DP) ███████████████████████████████████████ 48.39% 15


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.


My organization was registered with the SPP RE in:


Yes No Unknown Response
Total


2008 83.87%
(26)


12.9%
(4)


3.23%
(1) 31


2009 90.32%
(28)


6.45%
(2)


3.23%
(1) 31


2010 96.77%
(30)


3.23%
(1)


0%
(0) 31


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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I (or someone) from my organization submitted a response to the following SPP Regional Entity
Stakeholder Surveys:


Yes No Unknown Response
Total


2008 38.71%
(12)


12.9%
(4)


48.39%
(15) 31


2009 48.39%
(15)


9.68%
(3)


41.94%
(13) 31


2010 80.65%
(25)


9.68%
(3)


9.68%
(3) 31


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.


What is your role within your organization? Response
Percent


Response
Total


Operations █████████████ 16.13% 5


Engineering ███████ 9.68% 3


Technical/IT 0% 0


Policy/Regulatory/Legal ██ 3.23% 1


Executive (Director or
Officer)


██ 3.23% 1


Compliance █████████████████████████████████████████████████ 61.29% 19


Other █████ 6.45% 2


Operations & Compliance


Supervisor


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.


How often do you interact with the SPP RE?


Weekly Monthly A few times per
year Rarely Never Response


Total


2008 9.68%
(3)


19.36%
(6)


38.71%
(12)


6.45%
(2)


25.81%
(8) 31


2009 9.68%
(3)


22.58%
(7)


41.94%
(13)


6.45%
(2)


19.36%
(6) 31


2010 16.13%
(5)


19.36%
(6)


51.61%
(16)


12.9%
(4)


0%
(0) 31


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Please identify the SPP email lists, listserv, and/or exploder list to which you
are subscribed (select all that apply):


Response
Percent


Response
Total


SPP Regional Entity
Primary Compliance


Contact/Authorizing Officer
██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 96.77% 30


Regional Entity Trustee
Exploder


████████████████████ 25.81% 8


SPP Market Operations
Policy Committee (MOPC)


Exploder List
███████████████████████ 29.03% 9


Operating Reliability
Working Group (ORWG)


Exploder
███████████████████████████████████████ 48.39% 15


SPP BOD Members
Committee Exploder


██████████ 12.9% 4


SPP CIPWG Exploder ████████████████████████████ 35.48% 11


SPP Membership Exploder ███████████████ 19.36% 6


SPP ORWG Exploder █████████████████████████████████ 41.94% 13


SPP TWG Exploder ████████████████████████████ 35.48% 11


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.


Please rank, by frequency (with 1 being the most frequent and 5 being the least frequent), the
following methods in which you submit/receive information to/from  the SPP RE:


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Phone Calls 6.45%
(2)


22.58%
(7)


12.9%
(4)


3.23%
(1)


54.84%
(17) 31


Email Messages- SPP RE
Staff Compliance and


Enforcement Notifications
54.84%


(17)
6.45%


(2)
25.81%


(8)
9.68%


(3)
3.23%


(1) 31


Email Messages-
webCMDS-generated


20%
(6)


46.67%
(14)


13.33%
(4)


20%
(6)


0%
(0) 30


Regional Entity
Newsletters/News Bulletins


0%
(0)


20%
(6)


40%
(12)


20%
(6)


20%
(6) 30


Regional Entity general
announcements, e.g.,


notifications of openings on
NERC committees and/or


working groups, notifications
of upcoming meetings


19.36%
(6)


6.45%
(2)


9.68%
(3)


45.16%
(14)


19.36%
(6) 31


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Reliability Standards


(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


Please indicate your entity’s level of involvement in the following activities: (1=Not involved; 5=
Highly involved)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Monitoring development
of NERC and/or SPP


Regional Reliability
Standards


13.33%
(4)


10%
(3)


26.67%
(8)


20%
(6)


30%
(9) 30 3.43


Developing NERC
Reliability Standards


43.33%
(13)


20%
(6)


20%
(6)


10%
(3)


6.67%
(2) 30 2.17


Developing SPP Regional
Reliability Standards


43.33%
(13)


20%
(6)


23.33%
(7)


6.67%
(2)


6.67%
(2) 30 2.13


Average rating 2.58
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Please indicate your agreement with the following statements regarding the Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) Reliability Standards: (1=strongly disagree; 5= strongly agree)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


The requirements of the
CIP standards are


reasonably
understandable


11.11%
(3)


25.93%
(7)


44.44%
(12)


7.41%
(2)


11.11%
(3) 27 2.82


The requirements of the
CIP standards serve to


improve the reliability and
security of the Bulk


Electric System


18.52%
(5)


11.11%
(3)


37.04%
(10)


14.82%
(4)


18.52%
(5) 27 3.04


Monitoring and enforcing
compliance with the CIP


standards helps maintain
and enhance the reliability


of the Bulk Electric
System


11.11%
(3)


33.33%
(9)


29.63%
(8)


14.82%
(4)


11.11%
(3) 27 2.82


The application of the
requirements of the CIP


standards as it relates to
compliance monitoring


and enforcement activities
is consistent among the


eight regional entities


15.39%
(4)


30.77%
(8)


30.77%
(8)


15.39%
(4)


7.69%
(2) 26 2.69


The SPP RE’s application
of the requirements of the


CIP standards as it
relates to compliance


monitoring and
enforcement activities is


consistent with that of the
other regional entities


11.54%
(3)


19.23%
(5)


38.46%
(10)


23.08%
(6)


7.69%
(2) 26 2.96


Average rating 2.87
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Please indicate your agreement with the following statements regarding the Traditional (693)
Reliability Standards: (1=strongly disagree; 5= strongly agree)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


The requirements of the
693 standards are


reasonably
understandable


14.29%
(4)


3.57%
(1)


39.29%
(11)


28.57%
(8)


14.29%
(4) 28 3.25


The requirements of the
693 standards serve to


improve the reliability and
security of the Bulk


Electric System


7.14%
(2)


7.14%
(2)


39.29%
(11)


28.57%
(8)


17.86%
(5) 28 3.43


Monitoring and enforcing
compliance with the 693


standards helps maintain
and enhance the reliability


of the Bulk Electric
System


7.14%
(2)


14.29%
(4)


46.43%
(13)


21.43%
(6)


10.71%
(3) 28 3.14


The application of the
requirements of the 693


standards as it relates to
compliance monitoring


and enforcement activities
is consistent among the


eight regional entities


7.69%
(2)


11.54%
(3)


53.85%
(14)


15.39%
(4)


11.54%
(3) 26 3.12


The SPP RE’s application
of the requirements of the


693 standards as it
relates to compliance


monitoring and
enforcement activities is


consistent with that of the
other regional entities


11.11%
(3)


7.41%
(2)


48.15%
(13)


25.93%
(7)


7.41%
(2) 27 3.11


Average rating 3.21


Compliance Monitoring Activities- Critical Infrastructure


(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


If your entity participated in SPP RE CIP Self Certification activities, please rate your satisfaction
with the SPP RE’s overall performance in conducting these activities:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2009 9.52%
(2)


0%
(0)


38.1%
(8)


28.57%
(6)


23.81%
(5) 21 3.57


2010 4.55%
(1)


9.09%
(2)


36.36%
(8)


22.73%
(5)


27.27%
(6) 22 3.59


Average rating 3.58
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If your entity participated in SPP RE 2010 CIP Self Certification activities, please rate your
satisfaction with the SPP RE  performance in the following areas: (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


The clarity of instructions
and reporting
requirements


4.17%
(1)


16.67%
(4)


25%
(6)


37.5%
(9)


16.67%
(4) 24 3.46


Responsiveness of SPP
RE Compliance Staff to


your questions and/or
concerns


8.33%
(2)


12.5%
(3)


20.83%
(5)


33.33%
(8)


25%
(6) 24 3.54


Average rating 3.5


If your entity participated in a SPP RE CIP Spot Check, please rate your satisfaction with the SPP
RE staff’s performance in the following areas: (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Notifying the Entity of the
Spot Check


11.77%
(2)


5.88%
(1)


5.88%
(1)


29.41%
(5)


47.06%
(8) 17 3.94


Preparedness of SPP RE
Spot Check Team


6.25%
(1)


18.75%
(3)


18.75%
(3)


12.5%
(2)


43.75%
(7) 16 3.69


Professionalism of SPP
RE Spot Check Team


18.75%
(3)


0%
(0)


18.75%
(3)


18.75%
(3)


43.75%
(7) 16 3.69


Accuracy of responses to
entity’s questions


18.75%
(3)


0%
(0)


25%
(4)


43.75%
(7)


12.5%
(2) 16 3.31


Timeliness in responding
to entity’s questions


and/or concerns
12.5%


(2)
0%
(0)


18.75%
(3)


50%
(8)


18.75%
(3) 16 3.63


Average rating 3.65


Compliance Monitoring Activities- Traditional (693)


(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)
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If your entity participated in the SPP RE Traditional (693) Self Certification activities, please rate
your satisfaction with the SPP RE’s overall performance in conducting these activities: (1= poor;
5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2008 5%
(1)


5%
(1)


15%
(3)


45%
(9)


30%
(6) 20 3.9


2009 4.76%
(1)


4.76%
(1)


14.29%
(3)


42.86%
(9)


33.33%
(7) 21 3.95


2010 4.17%
(1)


0%
(0)


25%
(6)


41.67%
(10)


29.17%
(7) 24 3.92


Average rating 3.92


If your entity participated in SPP RE 2010 Traditional (693) Self Certification activities, please rate
your satisfaction with the SPP RE  performance in the following areas: (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


The clarity of instructions
and reporting
requirements


4%
(1)


8%
(2)


20%
(5)


36%
(9)


32%
(8) 25 3.84


Responsiveness of SPP
RE Compliance Staff to


your questions and/or
concerns


4.17%
(1)


4.17%
(1)


12.5%
(3)


41.67%
(10)


37.5%
(9) 24 4.04


Average rating 3.94


If your entity participated in a SPP RE Traditional (693) Compliance Audit, please rate your
satisfaction with the SPP RE performance in the following areas: (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Notifying the Entity of the
Compliance Audit


0%
(0)


14.29%
(2)


7.14%
(1)


35.71%
(5)


42.86%
(6) 14 4.07


Preparedness of SPP RE
Audit Team


0%
(0)


15.39%
(2)


15.39%
(2)


23.08%
(3)


46.15%
(6) 13 4


Professionalism of SPP
RE Audit Team


0%
(0)


14.29%
(2)


0%
(0)


50%
(7)


35.71%
(5) 14 4.07


Accuracy of responses to
entity’s questions


0%
(0)


0%
(0)


33.33%
(4)


25%
(3)


41.67%
(5) 12 4.08


Timeliness in responding
to entity’s questions


and/or concerns
0%
(0)


21.43%
(3)


14.29%
(2)


28.57%
(4)


35.71%
(5) 14 3.79


Average rating 4
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Enforcement Activities


(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


Did your entity receive a notice from the SPP RE of a possible violation of a Reliability
Standard(s)?


Yes No Unknown Response
Total


2008 12.5%
(3)


87.5%
(21)


0%
(0) 24


2009 23.08%
(6)


76.92%
(20)


0%
(0) 26


2010 33.33%
(9)


66.67%
(18)


0%
(0) 27


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 28 respondents; 0 filtered; 3 skipped.


If your entity received a notice from the SPP RE of a possible violation of a Reliability Standard(s)
in 2010, please rate your satisfaction with the SPP RE performance in the following areas: (1=
poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Notifying the entity of the
SPP RE’s finding of a


possible violation
0%
(0)


11.11%
(1)


22.22%
(2)


55.56%
(5)


11.11%
(1) 9 3.67


Identifying the steps
involved in processing the


possible violation
22.22%


(2)
22.22%


(2)
22.22%


(2)
33.33%


(3)
0%
(0) 9 2.67


Explaining the process for
submitting mitigation


plans, including
emphasizing the


importance of mitigation
the possible violations as


soon as possible


11.11%
(1)


11.11%
(1)


11.11%
(1)


55.56%
(5)


11.11%
(1) 9 3.44


Explaining the settlement
process


37.5%
(3)


12.5%
(1)


12.5%
(1)


37.5%
(3)


0%
(0) 8 2.5


Professionalism of the
Enforcement Staff


0%
(0)


0%
(0)


12.5%
(1)


25%
(2)


62.5%
(5) 8 4.5


Accuracy of responses to
entity’s questions


0%
(0)


0%
(0)


12.5%
(1)


50%
(4)


37.5%
(3) 8 4.25


Timeliness in responding
to entity’s questions


and/or concerns
0%
(0)


0%
(0)


44.44%
(4)


33.33%
(3)


22.22%
(2) 9 3.78


Average rating 3.53
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Compliance Data Monitoring System (webCDMS)


(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


If your entity participated in the SPP RE compliance and enforcement activities conducted via
CDMS (Self Certifications, Self Reports, Mitigation Plan Submissions), please rate your overall
satisfaction with the CDMS:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2008 8.7%
(2)


21.74%
(5)


21.74%
(5)


26.09%
(6)


21.74%
(5) 23 3.3


2009 3.85%
(1)


7.69%
(2)


34.62%
(9)


30.77%
(8)


23.08%
(6) 26 3.62


2010 3.33%
(1)


0%
(0)


33.33%
(10)


43.33%
(13)


20%
(6) 30 3.77


Average rating 3.58


Please rate your satisfaction with the following webCDMS functions:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Self Certifications 3.23%
(1)


6.45%
(2)


25.81%
(8)


41.94%
(13)


22.58%
(7) 31 3.74


Self Reports 5.26%
(1)


5.26%
(1)


15.79%
(3)


47.37%
(9)


26.32%
(5) 19 3.84


Mitigation Plan
Submissions


14.29%
(3)


9.52%
(2)


14.29%
(3)


33.33%
(7)


28.57%
(6) 21 3.52


CMDS-generated
notification messages


7.69%
(2)


7.69%
(2)


19.23%
(5)


42.31%
(11)


23.08%
(6) 26 3.65


Average rating 3.69


Compliance Workshops
(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)
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I attended SPP RE Compliance Workshop in:


Yes No Response
Total


2008 57.69%
(15)


42.31%
(11) 26


2009 57.14%
(16)


42.86%
(12) 28


2010 64.52%
(20)


35.48%
(11) 31


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.


If you attended a SPP RE Compliance Workshop, please rate your satisfaction with the overall
quality of the workshop:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2008 14.29%
(2)


0%
(0)


21.43%
(3)


50%
(7)


14.29%
(2) 14 3.5


2009 5.88%
(1)


5.88%
(1)


17.65%
(3)


47.06%
(8)


23.53%
(4) 17 3.77


2010 4.76%
(1)


0%
(0)


23.81%
(5)


47.62%
(10)


23.81%
(5) 21 3.86


Average rating 3.73


If you attended a SPP RE Compliance Workshop in 2010, please rate your satisfaction with the
SPP RE’s performance in conducting the following workshop activities:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Notifying entities of the
date and location of the


workshop
4.76%


(1)
0%
(0)


0%
(0)


61.91%
(13)


33.33%
(7) 21 4.19


Presenting material that is
relevant to and meets the


needs of registered
entities


9.52%
(2)


0%
(0)


14.29%
(3)


47.62%
(10)


28.57%
(6) 21 3.86


Selecting speakers who
are knowledgeable of the


subject matter to which
they are addressing


4.76%
(1)


0%
(0)


14.29%
(3)


38.1%
(8)


42.86%
(9) 21 4.14


Selecting speakers who
are able to effectively
communicate with the


audience


4.76%
(1)


0%
(0)


9.52%
(2)


52.38%
(11)


33.33%
(7) 21 4.1


Average rating 4.07
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Newsletters and News Bulletins:
(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


Please rate your satisfaction with the usefulness of the SPP RE Quarterly Newsletters and News
Bulletins:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2009 4%
(1)


8%
(2)


24%
(6)


52%
(13)


12%
(3) 25 3.6


2010 3.33%
(1)


6.67%
(2)


26.67%
(8)


53.33%
(16)


10%
(3) 30 3.6


Average rating 3.6


Please rate your satisfaction with the elements of the 2010 SPP RE Quarterly Newsletters and
News Bulletins:  (1= poor; 5= excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


Content 3.45%
(1)


6.9%
(2)


17.24%
(5)


58.62%
(17)


13.79%
(4) 29 3.72


Frequency 6.9%
(2)


3.45%
(1)


20.69%
(6)


51.72%
(15)


17.24%
(5) 29 3.69


Average rating 3.71


SPP RE Web Pages
(If a question is not relevant to you or your organization, please skip it rather than making a
neutral selection.)


When is the last time you accessed the SPP RE’s web pages? Response
Percent


Response
Total


This week ██████████████████████████ 32.26% 10


Last week ████████████████████ 25.81% 8


Last Month █████████████ 16.13% 5


More than a month ago ████████████████████ 25.81% 8


0


Total # of respondents 31. Statistics based on 31 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Please rate your satisfaction with the usefulness of the SPP RE web pages:  (1= poor; 5=
excellent)


1 2 3 4 5 Response
Total


Average
Score


2009 8%
(2)


8%
(2)


24%
(6)


40%
(10)


20%
(5) 25 3.56


2010 6.9%
(2)


10.35%
(3)


27.59%
(8)


37.93%
(11)


17.24%
(5) 29 3.48


Average rating 3.52
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Stacy Dochoda Southwest  Power Pool Regional Entity 
Regional Entity General Manager 16101 La Grande, Ste 103 
sdochoda@spp.org Little Rock, AR  72233 
 P 501-688-1730 
 F 501.821.8726 
 
TO:  SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
 
FROM: Stacy Dochoda, RE General Manager 
 
DATE : January 12, 2011  
 
SUBJECT: SPP RE General Manager 2010 Fourth Quarter Report 
 
 
Staffing 
 
We ended the year with one open 2010 position, an enforcement engineer.  All 2011 positions 
are posted.  Steve Applegate, Lead CIP Compliance Specialist submitted his resignation to 
accept the position of Cyber Security Threat and Vulnerability Program Manager at NERC.  His 
last day at the RE was December 31, 2010.   We thank Steve for his valuable contribution to the 
RE, especially his work on the 2010 TFE effort and for his efforts to transition out of the RE 
smoothly.  Two more part-time Law Clerks, Daniel Haney and Stephanie Kimp were hired in 
October, 2010.    An offer is being extended for the Lead Compliance Engineer in the Events 
Analysis area.  Interviewing is in process for the training and administrative assistant positions.   
Our current organizational chart is included in the background materials. 
 
Administrative Citation Process 
 
NERC has implemented a streamlined enforcement process for violations deemed to have a 
minimal impact on the bulk power system.  On January 10, 2011, the NERC BOTCC accepted 
14 of these violations from SPP RE for the first submittal to FERC as administrative citations.  
To be eligible for the administrative citation process, the mitigation must be verified as complete, 
the entity must either “admit” or “neither admit nor deny” the violation and the RE must assess 
the impact to the bulk power system as minimal.   
 
Mitigation Plan Submittal 
 
As of December 31, 2010, there were 101 violations without mitigation plans submitted in the 
SPP RE region.  This compares favorably to 148 in September, 2010.  We continue to encourage 
the submission of mitigation plans as quickly as possible. 
 
NERC Audit 
 
NERC conducted its on-site audit of SPP RE in early 2010.  NERC reviewed SPP RE’s 
performance against the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP), 
NERC Rules of Procedure and SPP RE’s document management and Information Technology 
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processes. The audit findings fell into two categories, those for which SPP RE had implemented 
appropriate procedures after the period covered by the audit and those which SPP RE agreed to 
implement or investigate as a result of the audit.  SPP RE further evaluated each of these findings.  
Based upon this review, the SPP RE has concluded that the noted exceptions to the CMEP have 
been addressed either through changes to the SPP RE’s internal process procedures or the 
proposed changes to the NERC CMEP, Section 3.6, which have been approved by the NERC 
Board of Trustee Compliance Committee (BOTCC). 
 
The NERC Board of Trustee Compliance Committee accepted the audit report on July 12, 2010.  
The report and the response by SPP RE are posted on the NERC website at 
http://www.nerc.com/page.php?cid=3|26|349.   
 
SPP, Inc Compliance Monitoring & Enforcement 
 
On July 12, 2010 FERC conditionally accepted the proposed contract between SPP, RE and 
SERC for SERC to perform compliance monitoring and enforcement for the SPP, Inc. registered 
entity functions in the SPP Region.  FERC ordered a change such that any penalties paid by SPP 
would be paid to SERC and used to reduce future SERC funding assessments instead of reducing 
future SPP RE funding assessments.  FERC also ordered removal of the automatic renewal 
provision of the contract and will require re-approval of the contract at the expiration of the 
initial term ending December 31, 2012.  Pursuant to the contract, SERC conducted the on-site 
audit of the SPP, Inc. registered entity functions in the SPP Region in October 2010. 
 
On December 1, 2010, FERC issued an order granting the motion for rehearing requested by 
NERC, SERC and SPP RE to have any penalties assessed to SPP, Inc. go to NERC instead of 
SERC.  NERC, SPP and SERC made a compliance filing containing these changes with FERC 
on January 10, 2011. 
 
FERC Audit 
 
On November 2, 2010, FERC notified SPP that it is beginning its follow-up audit of SPP in 
accordance with its order on the 2008 Audit.  SPP received the first interrogatory of 60 
questions.  FERC is scheduled to conduct its on-site audit the week of January 31, 2011. 
 
Revised Regional Delegation Agreements 
 
The NERC Board of Trustees approved the revised Regional Delegation Agreements at the May 
12, 2010 meeting.  NERC filed the revised agreements with FERC on June 9.  The agreements 
were approved by FERC at its Open Meeting Agenda on October 21.  A compliance filing is due 
at FERC on February 18, 2011.  
 
Approval of a revised SPP Regional Entity Delegation Agreement to reflect changes ordered by 
FERC is covered in a separate agenda item. 
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Nebraska Entities’ Registration 
 
NERC proposed to include a process for a registered entity to seek to transfer its registration 
from one Regional Entity to another Regional Entity in a proposed revision to the NERC Rules 
of Procedure.  The NERC Board of Trustees approved the proposed process at the May 12 
meeting.  NERC filed the revised rules of procedure with FERC on June 9. 
 
NERC requested a filing from MRO and SPP RE to address the request of certain Nebraska 
entities to transfer registration from MRO to SPP RE.  Our response was filed at NERC on 
August 16 and a reply to MRO’s filing was filed at NERC on September 20.    
 
NERC BOT will consider this issue at its February 17, 2011 meeting. 
 
Outreach Communication 
 
SPP RE conducted three webinars in December, 2010 on the 2011 SPP CMEP Implementation 
Plan.  Two webinars were held in December, 2010 on CIP-009.  The SPP RE General Manager 
made presentations at the November 17, SPP Attorney’s Forum, December 6, SPP Oversight 
Committee and December 14, SPP CIPWG meeting.  The General Manager was requested by 
FERC staff to participate on a panel at the November 18, 2010 FERC Technical Conference on 
Enforcement. 
 
Registered Entity Survey  
 
The annual survey was conducted September 6-17.  Thirty-eight of the 128 registered entities 
completed the survey, a 30% response rate.  The 2010 survey results were slightly less favorable 
than the 2009 results but were generally consistent with those of 2009.  The SPP RE issued a 
supplemental survey in December, 2010 to learn more about the decreases in stakeholder 
satisfaction.    


 
 





